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ANTHROPOLOGY
Dummy text to keep placeholder

Bioinformation Worlds and Futures
Edited by EJ Gonzalez-Polledo and Silvia Posocco
Series: Routledge Studies in Anthropology
This book sets out to define and consolidate the field of
bioinformation studies in its transnational and global dimensions,
drawing on debates in science and technology studies,
anthropology and sociology.The volume harnesses the
anthropological sensibility for situated, fine-grained,
ethnographically grounded analysis to develop an
interdisciplinary dialogue on the conceptual, political, social and
ethical dimensions posed by bioinformation.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40945-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81003-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409456

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Inuit World
Edited by Pamela Stern
Series: Routledge Worlds
The Inuit World is a robust and holistic reference source to
contemporary Inuit life from the intimate world of the household
to the global stage. Organized around the themes of Physical
Worlds, Moral, Spiritual and Intellectual Worlds, Intimate and
Everyday Worlds, and Social and Political Worlds, this book
includes ethnographically rich contributions from a range of
scholars, including Inuit and other Indigenous authors.
This book is an invaluable resource for students and researchers
in anthropology, Indigenous studies, Arctic studies and those
in related fields including geography, history, sociology, political
science and education.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22539-1: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-27547-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367225391

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Routledge Handbook of Anthropology and
Reproduction
Edited by Sallie Han and Cecília Tomori
Series: Routledge Anthropology Handbooks
This volume is a comprehensive overview of the topics,
approaches, and trajectories in the anthropological study of
human reproduction. The book brings together work from across
the discipline of anthropology, with contributions by established
and emerging scholars in archaeological, biological, linguistic,
and sociocultural anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 676pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27836-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21645-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367278366

Browse and order online:
www.taylorandfrancis.com

CLASSICS
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Pytheas of Massalia
Texts, Translation, and Commentary
Lionel Scott
Series: Routledge Classical Translations
Pytheas of Massalia (Marseille), mariner, explorer, geographer
and astronomer, made a pioneering voyage into the then
unknown Atlantic around 325 BC, reaching Britain and the Baltic;
this book collects and translates the references to him and his
book (which is lost), and discusses and explains them. The
breadth of Pytheas' achievements and the areas and topics his
work covers mean that he has a wide range of appeal within
classical studies and ancient history. This volume provides an
invaluable resource to undergraduate and postgraduate students
of early geography and astronomy, and Greece’s knowledge of
and relationship to the rest of Europe in this period.
Routledge
Market: Classical Studies / Ancient Geography
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01998-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18139-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032019987
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The Routledge Companion to Ecstatic Experience
in the Ancient World
Edited by Diana Stein, Sarah Kielt Costello and Karen
Polinger Foster
For millennia, people have universally engaged in ecstatic
experience as an essential element in ritual practice, spiritual
belief and cultural identification. This volume offers the first
systematic investigation of its myriad roles and manifestations
in the ancient Mediterranean and Near East. Scholars, students
and other readers interested in antiquity, comparative religion
and the social and cognitive sciences will find much to explore
in the fascinating realm of ecstatic experience in the ancient
world.
Routledge
Market: Classical Studies/Ancient Near East/Egyptology
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48032-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04161-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480325

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Thornton Wilder, Classical Reception, and American
Literature
Stephen J. Rojcewicz, Jr.
Series: Routledge Monographs in Classical Studies
This book delineates how Thornton Wilder (1897-1975), a learned
playwright and novelist, embeds himself within the classical
tradition, integrating Greek and Roman motifs with a wide range
of sources to produce heart-breaking masterpieces such as Our
Town and comedy sensations such as Dolly Levi. This work will
appeal to actors and directors, professors and students in Classics
and in American literature, those fascinated by modern drama
and performance studies, and non-specialists, theatre-goers,
and readers in the general public.
Routledge
Market: Classical Studies / American Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01465-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17876-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014654

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Designing Technical and Professional
Communication
Strategies for the Global Community
Deborah C. Andrews and Jason C. K. Tham
This core textbook for courses in technical and professional
communication emphasizes collaboration, a global perspective,
inclusivity, and rhetorical approaches to creating communication
products. Applying a design thinking framework for solving
problems and fostering innovation, it introduces students to the
core skills, knowledge, and habits of successful technical
communicators who work in the diverse, flexible, and mobile
workplaces of the 21st century. Four sections provide concrete
guidance for communicating in the global community,
managing projects through design, designing content for
audiences, and applying design to technical and professional
communication.
Routledge
Market: Technical Communication
November 2021: 7 x 10: 366pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55492-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54960-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09376-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549602

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Leveraging Technology in Leadership
Communication
Carolyn Mae Kim, Biola University, USA
Taking a close look at how digital media can elevate or diminish
a leader’s influence, this book provides a framework to guide
organizational leaders’ selection and application of digital tools
in communication with stakeholders. The book is intended as
supplementary reading in organizational, leadership, corporate,
and internal communication courses at both the undergraduate
and graduate level. Online instructor resources for this book
include a one-sheet overview of how to use the text in a course
as well as sample assignments and discussion questions. Please
visit www.routledge.com/ 9780367414993 to access these
support materials.
Routledge
Market: Leadership Communication
November 2021: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41501-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-41499-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22465-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367414993

Browse and order online:
www.taylorandfrancis.com
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American Studies: The Basics

Innovation in Early Modern Catholicism

Andrew Dix
Series: The Basics

Edited by Ulrich L. Lehner, Marquette University, USA
This volume demonstrates that the Catholic rhetoric of tradition
disguised both novelties and creative innovations between 1550
and 1700. Re-presenting early modern Catholicism more crucially
than any other currently available study, Innovation in Early
Modern Catholicism is a useful tool for advanced undergraduates,
postgraduates, and scholars in the fields of philosophy, early
modern studies, and the history of theology.

American Studies: The Basics is an accessible and concise
introduction that aims to unpack what American studies does
and why it matters. This book is a must read for those studying
and with an interest in American studies.

Routledge
Market: American History
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77503-9: £84.99
Pb: 978-1-138-77504-6: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-315-72674-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138775046

Routledge
Market: Early Modern history/Religion/Catholic
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05196-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05197-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19650-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032051970

3rd Edition

Japan in Transformation, 1945–2020

Early Modern Court Culture
Edited by Erin Griffey
Series: Early Modern Themes

Jeff Kingston
Series: Seminar Studies

Through a thematic overview of court culture that connects the
cultural with the political, confessional, spatial, material and
performative, this volume introduces the dynamics of power
and culture in the early modern European court. With thirty-five
contributions on subjects including gardens, dress, scent, dance
and tapestries, this volumeis a necessary resource for all students
and scholars interested in the court in early modern Europe.

Japan in Transformation, 1945-2020 has been newly revised and
updated to examine the 3.11 natural and nuclear disasters,
Emperor Akihito’s abdication, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
legacies, the 2019 World Cup, and the postponement of the
2020 Tokyo Olympics due to Covid-19. With a Chronology, Who’s
Who, and Glossary, this edition is the ideal resource for all
students interested in Japanese politics, economy, and society
since the end of the Second World War.

Routledge
Market: Court Culture/Early Modern
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 608pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23021-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23020-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27798-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367230203

Routledge
Market: Asian History / Japan
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36960-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36961-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42856-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-408-23451-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369610

Dummy text to keep placeholder
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General History of Chinese Film I

Miracles, Political Authority and Violence in
Medieval and Early Modern History

1896–1949
Ding Yaping
Series: Routledge Studies in Chinese Cinema

Edited by Matthew Rowley and Natasha Hodgson
Series: Themes in Medieval and Early Modern History

This volume covers the screening of foreign films in Shanghai,
Hong Kong and other coastal cities in China, the technological
and industrial development of Chinese national cinema, key
filmmakers and actors of early Chinese cinema, changing modes
of representation and narration, as well as the social and cultural
contexts within which early Chinese films were produced and
circulated. The book will be essential reading for scholars and
students in film studies, Chinese studies, cultural studies and
media studies, helping readers develop a comprehensive
understanding of Chinese film.

This volume examines how historical beliefs about the
supernatural were used to justify violence, secure political
authority or extend toleration in both the medieval and early
modern periods. Miracles, Political Authority and Violence is of
interest to scholars and students in several fields including
religion and violence, political and military history, and theology
and the reception of sacred texts in the medieval and early
modern world.

Routledge
Market: film history/Chinese film/Chinese film history
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06951-7: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20469-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069517

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Routledge
Market: history of warfare/religion
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76726-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76728-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16829-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367767280

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Monsieur. Second Sons in the Monarchy of France,
1550–1800

The New Deal and American Society, 1933–1941

Jonathan Spangler, Manchester Metropolitan University,
UK
For the first time, this volume brings together the history of the
royal spare in the monarchy of early modern France, those
younger brothers of kings known simply as ‘Monsieur’. This
volume is the perfect resource for all students and scholars
interested in the history of France, monarchy, early modern state
building, and court studies.

Routledge
Market: History/Early Modern France
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76193-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76194-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16589-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761943

Kenneth J. Bindas
Series: Seminar Studies
The New Deal and American Society, 1933–1941 explores what
some have labelled the third American revolution, in one concise
and accessible volume.
The text will be of interest to students of American History,
economic and social history, and, more broadly, courses that
engage social change and economic upheaval.

Routledge
Market: American History
November 2021: 6 x 9: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48906-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48905-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04343-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367489052

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Public History in Poland

The Routledge Companion to Historical Theory

Edited by Joanna Wojdon
Series: Global Perspectives on Public History
This volume presents various aspects of public history practices
in Poland, alongside their historical development and theoretical
reflections on public history. Authored by a team of academic
historians and practitioners from the field, Public History in Poland
is the perfect resource for students from a variety of disciplines
including Public History, Heritage, Museum Studies,
Anthropology, and Archaeology.

Routledge
Market: Public History
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76164-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16576-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761646

Edited by Chiel van den Akker, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
Netherlands
Series: Routledge Companions
This book provides a wide-ranging and up-to-date overview of
the conceptual issues that history as a discipline and mode of
thought gives rise to. It offers both historical and systematic
treatments of these issues, as well as addressing their
contemporary relevance. Structured in three parts – Modes and
Schools of Historical Thought, Epistemology and Metaphysics
of History, and Issues and Challenges in Historical Theory – it
offers a wide scope and expert treatment of topics in this vibrant
field. It is an indispensable companion to the study of history
and essential reading for anyone interested in the reflection on the nature of history and
our historical existence.
Routledge
Market: History and Theory
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 636pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42108-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-367-82181-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421083

2nd Edition

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Holocaust

The Routledge History of the Second World War

Roots, History, and Aftermath
David M. Crowe, Elon University, USA
Now in its second edition, this book takes a fresh, probing look
at one of the greatest human tragedies in modern history.
It includes a new chapter on the importance of memory and
the Holocaust, the evolution of interpretative Holocaust
scholarship and media, recent controversies about national
responsibility, and the work of Holocaust museums, archives,
and libraries to promote Holocaust education and memory. It
concludes with the rise of Neo-Nazism, white nationalism, and
other movements, and their relationship to questions about
Holocaust memory and its lessons. Comprehensive and offering
a long perspective, it is the perfect resource to gain a deep
understanding of this tragedy.
Routledge
Market: Jewish History/European History/Holocaust
November 2021: 7 x 10: 562pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54125-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54124-8: £56.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08770-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-813-34325-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541248

Edited by Paul R. Bartrop, Professor Emeritus, Florida Gulf
Coast Univ., US, Visiting Professorial Fellow, Univ. of New
South Wales, Australia
Series: Routledge Histories
This book sums up the latest trends in the scholarship of that
conflict, covering a range of major themes and issues. It delivers
a thematic analysis of the many ways in which study of the
Second World War can take place, considering international,
transnational, and global approaches, and serves as a major
jumping off point for further research into the specific fields
covered by each of the expert authors. This is a comprehensive
and accessible reference volume for anyone interested in the
most up to date scholarship on this major conflict.
Routledge
Market: Military History
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 810pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31708-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-45535-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138317086

Browse and order online:
www.taylorandfrancis.com
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650 Idioms and Proverbial Phrases in Modern
Standard Arabic
For Intermediate to Advanced Students
Lamia Jamal-Aldin and Abdullah Hammadi
650 Idioms and Proverbial Phrases in Modern Standard Arabic is
the ideal tool for learners of Arabic who wish to improve their
knowledge and comprehension of Arabic language and culture
and make their language more expressive and idiomatic.
Designed to be comprehensive, accurate and easy to use, the
book reflects the daily use of Arabic and draws on real and
authentic use of the language. Suitable for use as a textbook or
reader, this is an ideal resource for students at CEFR level B1 to
C2 or Intermediate-High to Advanced-High on the ACTFL
proficiency scale.
Routledge
Market: Language learning/Arabic
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56159-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56152-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09666-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367561529

Social Perspective
An Intermediate-Advanced Chinese Course: Volume II
Yi Ning, Jing Fang, Wei Shao, Zhengrong Yang and Esther
Tyldesley
Social Perspective is a course set over one academic year for
intermediate learners of Chinese. In two volumes, it focuses on
developing learners’ language competency to a high advanced
plus/advanced level (ACTFL/CEFR B2-C1) through exploring
social issues in contemporary China.
The textbook draws upon the discussion of a wide range of
current social issues in China to provide students with a real-life
background to increase their debating and written skills. Volume
II explore six topics: Demographic Issues, ‘Love’ and ‘Sex’,
Technology, Medical Care, The Economy and Education.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Chinese
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65219-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65217-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12840-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367652173

German Grammar: Reviewed and Retold
Germany’s Cultural History from Siegfried to Today
Ulf Schütze and Lisa Süßenbach
German Grammar: Reviewed and Retold is a user-friendly
grammar/workbook designed to give German learners a great
basis to build an in-depth knowledge of spoken and written
German.
Bridging the gap between grammar, story-telling and culture,
learners of the German language discover Germany’s cultural
history as well as life in Germany today, while absorbing
grammatical structures through reading and practice. This
grammar is based on recent SLA research and word frequency,
to embed vocabulary and grammar into a language specific
cultural context.
Routledge
Market: Language learning / German
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 156pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06097-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06096-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20069-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060965

Social Perspective
An Intermediate-Advanced Chinese Course: Volume I
Yi Ning, Wei Shao, Zhengrong Yang and Esther Tyldesley
Social Perspective is a course set over one academic year for
intermediate learners of Chinese. In two volumes, it focuses on
developing learners’ language competency to a high
advanced plus/advanced level (ACTFL/CEFR B2-C1) through
exploring social issues in contemporary China.
The textbook draws upon the discussion of a wide range of
current social issues in China to provide students with a real-life
background to increase their debating and written skills. Volume
I explore five topics: Gender equality, E-commerce, Internet
culture, Food and health, and Environmental protection.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Chinese
May 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65216-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65214-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12838-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367652142

Complimentary Exam Copy
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LIBRARY & MUSEUM STUDIES
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Decolonizing Colonial Heritage
New Agendas, Actors and Practices in and beyond Europe
Edited by Britta Timm Knudsen, Aarhus University, Denmark,
John Oldfield, Elizabeth Buettner and Elvan Zabunyan
Series: Critical Heritages of Europe
Decolonizing Colonial Heritage explores how different agents
practice the decolonization of European colonial heritage at
European and extra-European locations. Assessing the impact
of these practices, the book also explores what a new vision of
Europe in the postcolonial present could look like.
This book examines the role of colonial heritage in European
memory politics and heritage diplomacy. It will be of interest to
academics and students working in the fields of heritage and
memory studies, colonial and imperial history, European studies,
sociology, cultural studies, development studies, museum studies, and contemporary art.
Routledge
Market: Museum and Heritage Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56960-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10010-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569600

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Museums and the Working Class
Edited by Adele Chynoweth, Australian National University
Series: Museum Meanings
Museums and the Working Class is the first book to take an
intersectional and international approach to the issues of
economic diversity and class within the field of museum studies.
It is essential reading for scholars and students of museum,
gallery and heritage studies, cultural studies, sociology, labour
studies and history. It will also serve as a source of honest and
research-led inspiration to practitioners working in museums,
galleries, libraries, archives and at heritage sites around the world.
Routledge
Market: Museum Studies
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46551-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46547-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02951-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465476

Browse and order online:
www.taylorandfrancis.com
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Multilingualism across the Lifespan

The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Media

Edited by Unn Røyneland and Robert Blackwood
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Multilingualism
This innovative collection showcases unique and dynamic
perspectives on key questions on language diversity and
multilingualism running through contemporary debates in
psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics. The book builds on
Elizabeth Lanza’s pioneering work on multilingualism across the
lifespan, bringing together cutting-edge research exploring
multilingualism as an evolving phenomenon at landmarks in
individuals’, families’ and communities’ lives. The book will be
of interest to students and scholars in multilingualism, applied
linguistics, sociolinguistics, and psycholinguistics.
Routledge
Market: Language and Linguistics
October 2021: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64682-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12581-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646820

Edited by Esperança Bielsa, Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, Spain
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Translation and Interpreting
Studies
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Media brings together
audiovisual translation and news translation and seeks to create
new synergies between the two areas. Structured in four parts
with an editor introduction , the 33 chapters are written by
leading international experts and provide a critical survey of
each area with suggestions for further reading. With a focus on
theoretical and methodological approaches, rather than
empirical research, and an interdisciplinary perspective, this
handbook is an indispensable resource for all students and researchers of Audiovisual
translation and translation and journalism/media.
Routledge
Market: Translation Studies/Media studies
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 576pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02916-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22167-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367029166

Dummy text to keep placeholder
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Spaces of Multilingualism

Translation, Semiotics, and Feminism

Edited by Robert Blackwood and Unn Røyneland
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Multilingualism
This innovative collection explores critical issues in
understanding multilingualism as a defining dimension of
identity creation and negotiation in contemporary social life. The
book explores multilingualism through the lenses of spaces and
policies as embodied in Elizabeth Lanza’s body of work in the
field, with a focus on the latest research on linguistic landscapes
in diverse settings. This groundbreaking volume will be of
particular interest to students and scholars in multilingualism,
applied linguistics, and sociolinguistics.
Routledge
Market: Language and Linguistics
October 2021: 6 x 9: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64689-9: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646899

Selected Writings of Barbara Godard
Edited by Eva C. Karpinski and Elena Basile
Series: Key Thinkers on Translation
Translation, Semiotics, and Feminism: Selected Writings of Barbara
Godard brings together 16 of the most important essays by the
influential Canadian scholar, situating her thinking in relation to
feminism and translation studies from the 1980s through the
2000s. Godard’s lasting contributions helped to advance several
areas in translation studies such as feminist theories and
semiotics.The collection includes two previously unpublished
essays and two essays that have so far only appeared in
French.This timely book is key reading for scholars, researchers
and advanced students of translation studies, comparative
literature, gender studies and cultural studies.
Routledge
Market: Translation Studies/Comparative Literature/Gender and Women’s Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50271-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50270-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04929-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367502706
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The Routledge Handbook of Conference
Interpreting

Word from the Mother

Edited by Michaela Albl-Mikasa and Elisabet Tiselius
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Translation and Interpreting
Studies
Providing comprehensive coverage of both current research
and practice in conference interpreting, the Handbook covers
both core areas and cutting-edge developments, which have
sprung up due to the spread of modern technologies and global
English. Consisting of 40 chapters divided into seven parts:
Fundamentals, Settings, Regions, Professional Issues, Training
and Education, Research Perspectives and Recent Developments,
the Handbook focusses on the key areas of conference
interpreting. With an introduction by the editors, this is essential
reading for all researchers, trainers, students and professionals of Conference Interpreting.
Routledge
Market: Interpreting Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 616pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27789-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29787-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367277895
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Language and African Americans
Geneva Smitherman
Series: Routledge Linguistics Classics
This classic text by Geneva Smitherman, pioneering scholar of
Black Talk, is a definitive statement on African American
Language (AAL). Smitherman explores AAL's contribution to
American English, including a summary of expressions as a
suggested linguistic core of AAL. This classic edition features a
new foreword by H. Samy Alim, celebrating Smitherman's
continuing impact on Black Language scholarship. Word from
the Mother is an essential read for students of African American
speech, language, culture and sociolinguistics, as well as the
general reader interested in the worldwide ‘crossover’ of Black
popular culture.
Routledge
Market: Linguistics/Black Studies/Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07997-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07999-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21242-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079998
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Commodifying Violence in Literature and on Screen

Intermedial Studies

The Colombian Condition

An Introduction to Meaning Across Media

Alejandro Herrero-Olaizola
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
Through an exploration of the cultural processes that perpetuate
the "darker side" of Latin America for global consumption, this
book investigates the “condition” that has led writers, filmmakers,
and artists to embrace (purposefully or not) the incessant
violence in Colombian society as the object of their own creative
endeavors.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
October 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45965-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19570-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367459659

Edited by Jørgen Bruhn and Beate Schirrmacher
This book provides a concise, hands-on introduction to the
analysis of a broad array of texts from a variety of media –
including literature, film, music, performance, news, and
videogames, addressing fiction and non-fiction, mass media and
social media. This book is the only textbook taking both a
theoretical and practical approach to Intermedial Studies. The
book will be of use to students from a variety of disciplines
looking at any form of adaptation, from comparative literature
to film adaptations, fan fictions, and spoken performances. The
book equips students with the language and understanding to
confidently and competently apply their own intermedial
analysis to any text.
Routledge
Market: Literature / Media
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00466-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00454-9: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17428-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004549
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Connecting Literature and Science
Jay A. Labinger
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
This work presents a case for engagement between the sciences
and the humanities — focusing particularly on literature— and
an empirical, non-theory-based approach thereto. Written from
the perspective of a professional chemist, it seeks to demonstrate
that the connections between those fields of intellectual activity
are far more significant than anything that separates them.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
November 2021: 6 x 9: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05350-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19718-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032053509

Literary and Cultural Criticism from the Nineteenth
Century
Edited by Valerie Sanders, Katherine Newey, Joanne
Shattock, University of Leicester, UK and Joanne Wilkes
This four volume collection of primary sources examines literary
and cultural criticism over the long nineteenth century. The
volumes explore the subjects of life-writing, including biography,
autobiography, diaries, and letters, drama criticism, the periodical
and newspaper press, and criticism written by women. This
collection will be of great interest to students of literary history.
Routledge
Market: Famine and Hunger/19th Century
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26131-3: £396.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29163-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367261313

2nd Edition

How Writing Works
A field guide to effective writing
Roslyn Petelin
This is an engaging and practical introduction to the elements
of grammar, sentence structure, and style that you need to write
well across a range of academic, creative, and professional
contexts, deftly combining practical strategies with scholarly
principles.How Writing Works should be on the desk of everyone
who needs to write: students, professionals in all fields, and
creative writers. It is an essential handbook for working writers
and writing workers in the contemporary writing-reliant
workplace.The accompanying companion website includes
video interviews and presentations from leading
grammarians including Professor David Crystal and online
quizzes and activities
Routledge
Market: Creative Writing; Writing Guides
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01630-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01628-3: £27.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17934-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-925-26691-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032016283

Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It
Jason Finch, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It is the first textbook
in literary urban studies (LUS). It illuminates and investigates this
exciting field, which has grown since the humanities’ ‘spatial
turn’ of the 1990s and 2000s. The book introduces city literature,
urban methods of reading, classics in LUS, and new directions
in the field. Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It is
designed for application to literatures and cities in any period
and part of the world.

Routledge
November 2021: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51449-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51445-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05390-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367514457
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Odin’s Ways

The Shakespearean International Yearbook

A Guide to the Pagan God in Medieval Literature

11

19: Special Section, Shakespeare and Refugees

Annette Lassen
This book is about the Old Norse god Odin. It includes references
to all occurrences of Odin in the Old Norse/Icelandic texts,
including Saxo’s Gesta Danorum, the eddic poems, Snorri’s Edda,
and Ynglinga saga and analyses the high medieval reception
and literary representations of Odin rather than the religious
character of the god.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
November 2021: 7 x 10: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03571-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18798-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035710

Edited by Tom Bishop and Alexa Alice Joubin, George
Washington University
Series: The Shakespearean International Yearbook
Publishing its nineteenth volume, The Shakespearean International
Yearbook surveys the present state of Shakespeare studies,
addressing issues that are fundamental to our interpretive
encounter with Shakespeare’s work and his time, across the
whole spectrum of his literary output.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
November 2021: 6 x 9: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13038-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22735-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032130385
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Storylistening
Narrative Evidence and Public Reasoning
Sarah Dillon and Claire Craig
Storylistening makes the case for the need to take stories seriously
in order to improve public reasoning. The book provokes a
reimagining of what a public humanities might look like, and
shows how the structures and practices of public reasoning can
evolve to better incorporate narrative evidence. Taking the reader
through complex ideas from different disciplines in ways that
do not require any prior knowledge, this book is an essential
read for policy makers, political scientists, students of literary
studies, and anybody interested in the public humanities and
the value, importance and operation of narratives.
Routledge
Market: Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40674-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40673-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80842-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367406738
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The Anthropocene
Approaches and Contexts for Literature and the Humanities
Edited by Seth T. Reno
Why and how has the geological concept of the Anthropocene
become important to the humanities? What new approaches
and insights do the humanities offer? These are the central
questions that this collection explores. Written in an accessible
style free from disciplinary-specific jargon, many chapters focus
on well-known authors and texts, making this collection
especially useful to teachers developing a course on the
Anthropocene and students undertaking introductory research.
.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
November 2021: 6 x 9: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55839-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55837-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09534-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558376
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MEDIA & CULTURAL STUDIES
2nd Edition

Digital Cinematography

First-Person Journalism

Fundamentals, Tools, Techniques, and Workflows

A Guide to Writing Personal Nonfiction with Real Impact

David Stump, ASC, Television Producer, Director and Editor;
Consultant; Apple Certified Trainer, Oak Park, CA, USA

Martha Nichols
A first-of-its-kind guide for new media times, this book provides
practical, step-by-step instructions for writing first-person
features, essays, and digital content.
Written with a knowledge of the rapidly changing digital media
environment, First-Person Journalism is a key text for journalism
and media students interested in personal nonfiction, as well as
for early-career nonfiction writers looking to develop this
narrative form.

David Stump’s Digital Cinematography focuses on the tools and
technology of the trade, looking at how digital cameras work,
the ramifications of choosing one camera versus another, and
how those choices help creative cinematographers to tell a story.
Ideal for advanced cinematography students as well as working
professionals looking for a resource to stay on top of the latest
trends, this book is a must read.

Routledge
Market: filmmaking
November 2021: 7 x 10: 544pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60385-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-60386-8: £56.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46885-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81791-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138603868

Routledge
Market: Journalism/Writing Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67648-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67647-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13218-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367676476
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Doing Research in Sound Design
Edited by Michael Filimowicz, School of Interactive Arts and
Technology, Simon Fraser University
Series: Sound Design

Getting to Work with the Avid S6
An Introduction and Learning Guide
Curt Schulkey
This complete guide to the Avid S6 console offers the best
techniques and practices from a seasoned industry veteran, Curt
Schulkey, for utilizing its unique features and functions. This
book takes students from neophyte to high-level intermediate.
Readers should begin with a functional knowledge of Pro Tools
and general understanding of mixing for cinema, but previous
knowledge of mixing surfaces is not necessary as this book
provides guidance through rudimentary, basic, and intermediary
level workflows.

Doing Research in Sound Design‘ gathers chapters on the wide
range of research methodologies used in sound design. Editor
Michael Filimowicz and a diverse group of contributors provide
an overview of cross-disciplinary inquiry into sound design that
transcends discursive and practical divides. Students and
teachers in sound design graduate programs, industry-based
R&D experts, and audio professionals will find the volume to be
a useful guide in developing their skills of inquiry into sound
design for any particular application area.
Focal Press
Market: Audio
November 2021: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40490-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40489-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35636-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404895

Routledge
Market: Avid / Sound Mixing
November 2021: 6 x 9: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62999-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62996-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11180-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629960
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Ecology Documentaries

2nd Edition

Their Function and Value Seen Through the Lens of Doughnut
Economics

Investing in Movies

Susan Hayward, University of Exeter, UK
This companion piece to Susan Hayward’s Film Ecology focuses
on ecology-documentaries produced since the new millennia.
This book is ideal for film studies scholars and students, including
those teaching or studying film practice, documentary film,
European cinema and environmental studies.

Routledge
Market: Media & Cultural Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62192-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13162-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13024-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131627

Joseph N. Cohen
Series: American Film Market Presents
In this second edition of Investing in Movies, industry veteran
Joseph Cohen provides investors and producers with an
analytical framework to assess the opportunities and pitfalls of
film investments. The book traces macroeconomic trends and
the globalization of the business, including the rise of streamers,
as well as the impact these have on potential returns. It offers a
broad range of guidelines on how to source projects and advice
on what kinds of projects to avoid. Written in a detailed and
approachable manner, this book is essential for students and
aspiring professionals looking to gain an insider perspective
against the minefield of film investing.
Routledge
Market: Film / Business
November 2021: 6 x 9: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72161-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72159-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15370-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-79191-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721596
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Researching Live Music

The Complete Guide to Photorealism for Visual
Effects, Visualization and Games

Gigs, Tours, Concerts and Festivals
Edited by Chris Anderton and Sergio Pisfil

Eran Dinur, Brainstorm Digital, USA

Researching Live Music offers an important contribution to the
emergent field of live music studies, a field which has, over the
past ten years, seen a steady growth in publications that examine
the history of live music venues and promoters, the economics
of the live music industry, and the operations of the sector. This
book is the first exhaustive review of the different ways in which
live music can be studied, including innovative approaches to
the study of historic and contemporary live music events, and
thus represents crucial reading for professionals, students and
researchers working in all aspects of live music.

This book offers a comprehensive and detailed guide to
accomplishing and perfecting a photorealistic look in digital
content across visual effects, architectural and product
visualization, and games. Its broad perspective makes this
detailed guide suitable for VFX, visualization and game artists
and students, as well as directors, architects, designers, and
anyone who strives to achieve convincing, believable visuals in
digital media.

Focal Press
Market: Audio
November 2021: 6 x 9: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40502-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40500-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-40503-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405007
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Routledge
Market: Visual Effects / Visualization / Gaming
November 2021: 7 x 10: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19925-8: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19926-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-24413-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367199265
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Screenwriting for Micro-Budget Films

3rd Edition

Tips, Tricks and Hacks for Reverse Engineering Your Screenplay

The Foley Grail

David J Greenberg

Vanessa Theme Ament, Award-winning Foley Artist and
Sound Designer

Screenwriting for micro-budget films can present its own
challenges and this book takes the reader through all the
considerations that need to be made to write an effective
screenplay for a low-budget film. The book explores common
pitfalls screenwriters face and suggests practical solutions; lays
the groundworks of the realities of micro-budget filmmaking;
and also talks through the practical aspects such as story
structure, and genre considerations. Ideal for aspiring
screenwriters, independent filmmakers, and students of
screenwriting.
Routledge
Market: Filmmaking / Screenwriting
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68770-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68769-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13896-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367687694

Learn how to master classic and cutting-edge Foley techniques
to create rich and convincing sound for any medium, be it film,
television, radio, podcasts, animation, or games. By exploring
the entire audio post-production process, award-winning Foley
artist Vanessa Theme Ament provides readers with an
understanding of where Foley fits in the business of filmmaking,
guiding both newcomers and experienced sound designers
wanting to learn more about this art. Accompanying the book
are online resources featuring video demonstrations of Foley
artists at work, video tutorials of specific Foley techniques,
lectures from the author and more.
Routledge
Market: Film
November 2021: 6 x 9: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44229-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44224-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00843-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-84085-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442248
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The Music and Noise of the Stooges, 1967-71

2nd Edition

Setting Up a Successful Photography Business
Lisa Pritchard
This revised second edition of the best-selling handbook
provides practical, actionable insights on how to establish a
successful photography business in the current climate. Written
from the perspective of a photographer's agent, this book offers
the perfect viewpoint to honestly assess what works, what
doesn't, and why some photographers succeed where others
fail. Packed with useful templates and advice from leading
photographers and commissioners, this book is essential reading
for anyone who wants to be a professional photographer –
whether studying to become one, thinking of a change of career,
or wanting to know how to improve their existing photography
business.
Routledge
Market: Photography / Art and Visual Culture
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11061-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-350-05306-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08664-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350053069
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Lost in the Future
Michael S. Begnal
Series: Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Series
This book offers a fresh perspective on the Stooges utilizing the
lenses of cultural criticism and sound studies (drawing on the
thinking of Theodor Adorno, Jacques Attali, and Pierre Bourdieu,
among others), as well as contemporary and archival texts, this
extensively researched study analyzes the trajectory and musical
output of the original Stooges. During the late 1960s and early
70s, a moment when the dissonant energy of rock’n’roll was
more than ever being subsumed by the record industry, the
Stooges were initially commercial failures, with the band’s "noisy"
music and singer Iggy Pop’s "bizarre" onstage performances
confusing their label, Elektra Records.
Routledge
Market: Popular Music Studies/ Music Criticism/ Cultural Studies/ American Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64843-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12652-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367648435
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Using Open Scenes to Act Successfully on Stage
and Screen
Dan Carter and Brant L. Pope
Using Open Scenes as a "way in" to scripted material, this book
establishes a foundational actor training methodology that can
be applied to the performance of film or television acting,
commercials, and theatrical realism. Unlike other methodologies,
this unique approach is devoid of casting considerations or
imposed identity, allowing the actor to focus on personal
authenticity as they develop their skills. This book will appeal to
undergraduate students, acting teachers, and the contemporary
actor seeking a career in film, television, or other electronic
media.

Routledge
Market: Acting
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15087-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24244-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032150871

5th Edition

Writing for Visual Media
Anthony Friedmann, Award-Winning Filmmaker and
Scriptwriter
This book provides writers with an understanding of the nature
of visual writing behind all visual media. Such writing is vital for
directors, actors, and producers to communicate content to
audiences. Friedmann provides an extended investigation into
dramatic theory and how entertainment narrative works,
illustrated by examples and detailed analysis of scenes, scripts,
techniques, and storylines. This new edition has a finger on the
pulse of the rapidly evolving media ecosystem and explains it
in the context of writing and creating content
Routledge
Market: Writing/Film/Television
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 422pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23620-5: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23625-0: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28085-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-81585-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367236250
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Is Political Authority an Illusion?

Philosophy of Mind

A Debate

An Introduction
Michael Huemer, University of Colorado at Boulder, USA
and Daniel Layman, Davidson College, USA
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions
Michael Huemer argues that political authority is an illusion and
that no one is entitled to rule over anyone. He discusses and
rebuts the major theories supporting political authority’s
rightfulness: implicit social contract theory, hypothetical contract
theories, democratic theories of authority, and utilitarian theories.
Daniel Layman argues that democratic governments have
authority because they are needed to protect our rights and
because they are accountable to the people. Each author writes
two replies directly addressing the arguments and ideas of the
other.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45774-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34745-1: £26.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32804-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347451
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Tim Bayne, Monash University, Australia
Developments in philosophy of mind over the last 20 years have
dramatically changed the nature of the subject. In this major
new introduction Tim Bayne presents an overview of all the key
topics, problems and debates, taking account of changes in
philosophy of mind and important developments in the scientific
study of the mind.
The book features boxes that provide an in-depth look at
particular issues. Also included are chapter summaries, further
reading lists, and a glossary.
Written by a leading figure in the field, this book is an
invaluable text for any student coming to philosophy of mind
for the first time.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 302pp
Hb: 978-0-415-66984-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-66985-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22534-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415669856
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The Anscombean Mind

Is There a God?
A Debate
Graham Oppy, Monash University, Australia and Kenneth
L. Pearce, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions
Kenneth L. Pearce argues that God is a real answer to the deepest
question of all: why is there something rather than nothing?
Graham Oppy argues that we should believe that there are none
but natural causal entities with none but natural causal
properties—and hence should believe that there are no gods.
Beginning from this basic disagreement, the authors proceed
to discuss and debate a wide range of philosophical questions,
including questions about explanation, necessity, rationality,
religious experience, mathematical objects, the foundations of
ethics, and the methodology of philosophy.

Edited by Adrian Haddock, University of Stirling, UK and
Rachael Wiseman, University of Liverpool, UK
Series: Routledge Philosophical Minds
G. E. M. Anscombe is one of the most important philosophers
of the 20th century. Known for influencing action theory and
moral philosophy, her work is also relevant in metaphysics,
philosophy of language, philosophy of mind, religion, and
politics.
Inlcudes 23 chapters by an international team of
contributors, and Anscombe’s 1948 Mary Somerville Fellowship
Report, making this fascinating document easily available to
readers for the first time.
An indispensable resource for anyone studying and researching Anscombe herself, action
theory, ethics, moral philosophy, Wittgenstein, and 20th century philosophy.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24393-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24394-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21679-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367243944

Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 530pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55136-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-19860-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551367
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Philosophers’ Walks

The Bergsonian Mind

Bruce Baugh, Thompson Rivers University, Canada
Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Virginia Woolf, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
André Breton, Rousseau, Simone de Beauvoir: who could imagine
a better group of walking companions? In this engaging and
invigorating book, Bruce Baugh takes us on philosophical tour,
following in the footsteps and thoughts of some great
philosophers and thinkers.
Philosophers’ Walks provides a fresh and imaginative reading of
great philosophers, offering a new way of understanding some
of their major works and ideas.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33315-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33313-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31914-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333133
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Edited by Mark Sinclair and Yaron Wolf, University College
Roosevelt, The Netherlands
Series: Routledge Philosophical Minds
Henri Bergson was one of the most important philosophers of
the twentieth century. His books provoked responses from
Einstein, William James and Bertrand Russell, and he also
influenced Proust.
The Bergsonian Mind is an outstanding, wide-ranging volume
covering the major aspects of Bergson’s thought, from his early
influences to his continued relevance and legacy. 36 chapters
by an international team of leading scholars are divided into five
clear parts.
An indispensable resource for anyone in Philosophy studying Bergson’s work, and will also
interest those in related disciplines such as Literature, Religion, Sociology and French
studies.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Literature / Sociology
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 518pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07433-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02073-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367074333
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The Routledge Guidebook to Moore's Principia
Ethica
Susana Nuccetelli, St. Cloud State University, USA
Series: The Routledge Guides to the Great Books
Principia Ethica is a landmark publication in twentieth-century
moral philosophy, and remains an important text for those
attempting to understand and engage with the major
philosophical debates in ethics today.
The Routledge Guidebook to Moore's Principia Ethica provides a
comprehensive introduction to this historic work and is ideal for
anyone wanting to understand and gain perspective on Moore’s
seminal work. Essential reading for students of moral philosophy,
metaethics, normative ethics, philosophical analysis and related
areas.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 294pp
Hb: 978-1-138-81848-4: £85.00
Pb: 978-1-138-81849-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27597-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138818491
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Why It's OK to Eat Meat
Dan C. Shahar, University of New Orleans, USA
Series: Why It's OK
Dan C. Shahar argues it’s entirely possible to be an ethical person
while continuing to eat meat—and not just the "fancy" offerings
but also the regular meat we find at most supermarkets. Shahar
argues each of us has broad latitude to choose which of the
world’s problems to tackle, in what ways, and to what extents,
and hence people can decline to take up this particular form of
activism without doing anything wrong.

Routledge
Market: Ethics / Philosophy
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17275-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-17276-3: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22194-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367172763
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Catholic Peacebuilding and Mining

2nd Edition

Integral Peace, Development, and Ecology

The Routledge Handbook of Research Methods in
the Study of Religion

Edited by Caesar A. Montevecchio and Gerard F. Powers
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion
This book explores the role of Catholic peacebuilding in addressing the global mining
industry. Mining is intimately linked to issues of conflict, human rights, sustainable
development, governance, and environmental justice. The book will be of interest to
scholars of theology, social ethics, and Catholic studies as well as those specializing in
development, ecology, human rights, and peace studies.
Routledge
Market: Religion
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54508-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09427-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545086
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The Routledge Handbook of Religion, Mass Atrocity,
and Genocide

Edited by Steven Engler, Mount Royal University, Canada
and Michael Stausberg, University of Bergen, Norway
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Religion
This substantially revised second edition remains the only
comprehensive survey in English of methods and methodology
in the discipline. Designed for upper
undergraduate-/graduate-level students, it discusses the range
of methods currently available, to stimulate interest in unfamiliar
methods and to enable students and scholars to evaluate
methodological issues in research.
Routledge
Market: Religious Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 670pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35889-3: £190.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11982-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22249-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-71844-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032119823

Edited by Sara E. Brown, San Diego State University, USA
and Stephen D. Smith, USC Dornsife, USA
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Religion
The Routledge Handbook of Religion, Mass Atrocity, and Genocide
explores the many and sometimes complicated ways in which
religion, faith, doctrine, and practice intersect in societies where
mass atrocity and genocide occur.
This volume is intended as an entry point to questions about
mass atrocity and genocide that are asked by and of people of
faith and is is an outstanding reference source to the key topics,
historical events and heated debates in this subject area.
Routledge
Market: Religion/History
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 506pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32150-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-31702-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321505
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The Routledge Handbook of Religion, Medicine,
and Health
Edited by Dorothea Lüddeckens, University of Zurich,
Philipp Hetmanczyk, Pamela E. Klassen and Justin B. Stein,
no payment details supplied by editorial
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Religion
The relationships between religion, spirituality, health, biomedical
institutions, complementary and alternative healing systems are
widely discussed today. While many of these debates revolve
around the biomedical legitimacy of religious modes of healing,
the market for them continues to grow. The Routledge Handbook
of Religion, Medicine and Health is an outstanding reference
source to the key topics, problems and debates in this exciting
subject and is the first collection of its kind.
Routledge
Market: Religion/Medicine
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 562pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63006-2: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-20796-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138630062
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Drafting Fundamentals for the Entertainment
Classroom

Re-Purposing Suzuki
A Hybrid Approach to Actor Training
Maria Porter

A Process-Based Introduction Integrating Hand Drafting, Vectorworks,
and SketchUp

Re-Purposing Suzuki introduces a system of text analysis that
synthesizes physical, psychological, and vocal components in
order to truthfully embody heightened texts and contexts. By
understanding how the author has re-purposed Suzuki and
other physical training methods, as well as Stanislavski, readers
will gain an awareness of how to analyze a particular training
method by extrapolating its key components and integrating it
into a holistic, embodied approach to text analysis. This is a
source book for actors, theatre students, practitioners, and
educators interested in assembling tools derived from different
sources to create alternative approaches to actor training.

Eric Appleton
Drafting Fundamentals for the Entertainment Classroom guides
students through a syllabus-formatted semester of integrated
drafting concepts and skills. By the end of the book, students
will understand drawing construction techniques,
USITT-recommended graphic standards, and the typical drawings
created for entertainment design, preparing them to dive more
deeply into the further complexities and opportunities of
Vectorworks and SketchUp. This text is written to complement
a fourteen- or fifteen-week semester of an Entertainment
Drafting course. The book’s incremental, step-by-step format
also provides structure for independent and self-directed study.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Performing Arts
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72471-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72470-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15492-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724702

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Actor Training
November 2021: 6 x 9: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34960-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34959-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32899-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367349592
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4th Edition

Ethnodramatherapy

The Automated Lighting Programmer's Handbook

Integrating Research, Therapy, Theatre and Social Activism into One
Method
Stephen Snow
This book explores the integration of the performance
ethnography method, known as ethnodrama, with the principles
and practices of drama therapy to establish a theoretical
formulation for ethnodramatherapy, and considers its use as art,
as therapy, as research and as a vehicle for social justice. This
dynamic synthesis of drama therapy, performance ethnography,
theatrical art and social activism will be of interest to practitioners
and scholars who use theatre to effect individual and social
change, including the disciplines of applied theatre, theatre
education, experimental theatre, performance studies, as well
as drama therapy, psychodrama and the other creative arts
therapies.
Routledge
Market: Drama Education / Drama Therapy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53948-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53947-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08381-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539474

Brad Schiller, Lighting programmer, 68th Annual Academy
Awards, and the 2000 Olympic Games. Contributor to PLSN
magazine.
The Automated Programmer’s Handbook Fourth Edition provides
respected and clear coverage of the process of programming
automated lighting fixtures from basic principles to advanced
production preparations. The fourth edition is the most
comprehensive yet: added topics include programming
structure, advanced recording/editing, cloning, multi-cell fixtures,
safety routines, GDTF, and Pre-Visualization. The information in
this book is perfect for anyone interested in programming of
automated lighting in any market. Lighting designers also will
gain important knowledge about the procedures and concepts
utilized by lighting programmers.
Routledge
Market: Live Entertainment / Lighting
November 2021: 6 x 9: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65326-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65325-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12889-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92624-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653255
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Inclusivity and Equality in Performance Training

The Theatre of Nuclear Science

Teaching and Learning for Neuro and Physical Diversity

Weapons, Power, and the Scientists Behind it All

Edited by Petronilla Whitfield
Focusing on neuro and physical difference and dis/ability in the
teaching of performance and associated studies, this book offers
nineteen practitioners’ research-based teaching strategies, aimed
to enhance equality of opportunity and individual abilities in
performance education. The sixteen chapters address the barriers
that can undermine those with dis/ability or difference,
highlighting how equality of opportunity can increase innovation
and enrich the creative work. This is a vital resource for teachers,
directors, performers, researchers and students who have an
interest in investigatory practice towards developing
emancipatory pedagogies within performance education.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Actor Training
November 2021: 6 x 9: 326pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64683-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64680-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12580-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646806

Jeanne P Tiehen
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
The Theatre of Nuclear Science theoretically explores theatrical
representations of nuclear science to reconsider a science that
can have consequences beyond imagination.This book will be
of great interest to students and scholars of theatre, politics, and
literature.

Routledge
Market: Theatre and Performance/Drama
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45850-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02575-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458508
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7th Edition

Metric Handbook
Planning and Design Data
Edited by Pamela Buxton, Freelance Architecture and
Design Journalist, UK
The Metric Handbook is the major handbook of planning and
design data for architects and architecture students. Covering
basic design data for all the major building types it is the ideal
starting point for any project. For each building type, the book
gives the basic design requirements and all the principal
dimensional data, and succinct guidance on how to use the
information and what regulations the designer needs to be
aware of. Significantly revised in reference to changing building
types and construction standards, new chapters on data centres
and logistics facilities and sustainable design integrated into
chapters throughout. This book belongs in every design office.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 906pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51136-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51139-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05258-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-71468-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511395
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Rethinking Global Modernism
Architectural Historiography and the Postcolonial
Edited by Vikramaditya Prakash, University of Washington,
Seattle, USA, Maristella Casciato, Getty Research Institute,
USA and Daniel E. Coslett, Western Washington University,
USA
This anthology collects developing scholarship on modernism
that outlines a new decentred history of global modernism in
architecture using postcolonial and other related theoretical
frameworks. Its chapters explore the historiography and
weaknesses of modernism's normative interpretations and
propose alternatives to them. The collection offers essays that
interrogate transnationalism in new ways, reconsiders the agency
of the subaltern, and the roles played by infrastructures, materials,
and global institutions in propagating a diversity of modernisms internationally. Issues such
as colonial modernism, architectural pedagogy, cultural imperialism, and spirituality are
engaged.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63670-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63671-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12020-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367636715
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Climate Change and the Health Sector

Islam and Democracy in the Maldives

Healing the World

Interrogating Reformist Islam’s Role in Politics

Edited by Alexander Thomas, Association of Healthcare Providers, India., K. Srinath
Reddy, Public Health Foundation of India, Divya Alexander, Association of Healthcare
Providers, India. and Poornima Prabhakaran, Public Health Foundation of India.
The health sector is known to be one of the major contributors towards the greenhouse
gas emissions causing the climate crisis, the greatest health threat of the 21st century. This
volume positions the health sector as a leader in the fight against climate change and
explores the role of the health system in climate policy action. It delivers an overview of
the linkages between climate change and the health sector, with chapters on the impact
of climate change on health, its connection to pandemics, and its effects on food, nutrition
and air quality, while examining gendered and other vulnerabilities.
Routledge India
Market: Climate Changes/Health Sciences/Environmental Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03999-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19051-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032039992

Azim Zahir
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book examines Islam’s relationship to democratization in
the Indian Ocean nation of the Maldives. It explores how and
why an electoral democracy based in constitution that has many
liberal features but also Islam-based limitations, especially lack
of religious freedom, emerged in the country by 2009.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, South Asian Politics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01553-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18145-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015538
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Engendering Climate Change

Learning GIS Using Open Source Software

Learnings from South Asia

An Applied Guide for Geo-spatial Analysis

Edited by Asha Hans, Dev Research Inst, Bhubaneswar, Nitya
Rao, University of East Anglia, UK, Anjal Prakash, ICIMOD,
Kathmandu, Nepal and Amrita Patel, Govt of Odisha, India
This book focuses on the gendered experiences of environmental
change across different geographies and social contexts in south
Asia and on diverse strategies of adapting to climate variability. It
looks at perspectives from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal
to present the nuances of gender relations across borders along
with the similarities and differences across geographical,
socio-cultural and policy contexts.

Kakoli Saha and Yngve K. Frøyen
This book introduces the usage, functionality, and application
of data in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for geo-spatial
analysis. It offers knowledge on GIS tools and techniques and
explains how they can be applied in real-world project to
architects and planners in the Indian, and the greater South
Asian context. The volume explains concepts on planning and
architectural tasks, their data, methods, and requirements
followed and includes GIS-related exercises on the same tasks.
It takes the reader through the concepts of geo-spatial analysis
and its referencing system and will help the planners involved
in preparing GIS-based Master Planning for AMRUT Cities.

Routledge India
Market: Gender Studies / Feminist Geopgraphy / Sociology / Environmental Science
March 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36165-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14240-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815361657

Routledge India
Market: ARCHITECTURE / BUILT ENVIRONMENT / GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48745-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05692-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487454
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E-Waste Management

Media and Climate Change

Challenges and Opportunities in India

Making Sense of Press Narratives

Varsha Bhagat-Ganguly, Lal Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration, Mussoorie, India
This book offers an extensive review of e-waste management
in India. With a focus on the evolution of legal frameworks in
India and the world, it presents impacts and outcomes;
challenges and opportunities; and management strategies and
practices to deal with e-waste. It will be useful to scholars and
researchers of environment studies, digital waste management,
waste management, development studies, public policy, political
ecology, sustainable development, technology and
manufacturing, design, environmental and international law,
taxation, commerce, economics, business management,
metallurgy and engineering, as well as to policymakers and
nongovernmental organisations.

Deepti Ganapathy, Independent Scholar
This book looks at the media’s coverage of climate change and investigates its role in
representing the complex realities of climate uncertainties and its effects on communities
and the environment. The book explores the socio-economic and cultural understanding
of climate issues, the influence of environment communication via the news and the public
response to it. It also examines the position of the media as facilitator between scientists,
policy makers and the public.
Routledge India
Market: Environment / Media Studies / Asian Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44318-4: £125.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01567-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443184

Routledge India
Market: Environment Studies / Waste Management / E-Waste / Sustainable Development / Development
Studies / Ecology / Business & Economics / Law
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14724-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24998-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28542-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367249984
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Routledge Handbook of Autocratization in South
Asia

The Routledge Handbook of the Other Backward
Classes in India

Edited by Sten Widmalm

21

Thought, Movements and Development

This handbook offers a comprehensive analysis of the processes
and actors contributing to autocratization in South Asia. It
provides an enhanced understanding of the interconnectedness
of the different states in the region, and how that may be related
to autocratization. This innovative handbook is the first to
describe and to explain ongoing trends of autocratization in
South Asia, demonstrating that drivers of political change also
work across boundaries. It is an important reference work for
students and researchers of South Asian Studies, Asian Studies,
Area Studies, and Political Science.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, General Reference
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48674-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04221-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486747

Edited by Simhadri Somanaboina, Osmania University, India
and Akhileshwari Ramagoud, Loyola Academy, India
This handbook presents an authoritative account of the
development of movements, thoughts, and policies of OBCs
(Other Backward Classes) in India. A comprehensive work on the
politics of identity and plurality of experiences of OBCs in India
and first of its kind, it will be essential reading for scholars and
researchers of exclusion and discrimination studies, diversity
and inclusion studies, Global South Studies, affirmative action,
sociology, Indian political history, Dalit Studies, political sociology,
public policy, development studies, and political studies.
Routledge India
Market: social justice / social exclusion / politics / public policy / sociology and social policy / social
movements / political philosophy / development studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 632pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61054-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15287-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610548
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Women Refugee Voices from Asia and Africa

2nd Edition

Routledge Handbook of Gender in South Asia

Travelling for Safety

Edited by Leela Fernandes, University of Michigan, USA

ActionAid Association

This new edition provides a comprehensive overview of the
study of gender in South Asia. The Handbook covers the central
contributions that have defined this area and captures innovative
and emerging paradigms that are shaping the future of the field.
It offers a wide range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary
perspectives spanning both the humanities and social sciences,
focussing on India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

The book presents experiences of women refugees in a variety
of contexts across Asia and Africa and builds a framework to
ensure robust and effective mechanisms to safeguard refugees’
rights. It highlights the structural challenges that women who
are forcibly displaced face and the inadequacies of the response
of governments and other stakeholders, irrespective of the
country of origin, ethnicity, and religion of the refugee
community. With first-hand accounts from women refugees
and interventions, it will be a must read for scholars and
researchers of migration and diaspora studies, development
studies, sociology and social anthropology, and politics and
public policy.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Reference Works
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 424pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47965-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04310-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-52353-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479657
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Routledge India
Market: Migration and Diaspora Studies / Gender Studies / Civil Rights / Public Policy
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46971-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49712-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04709-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497125

The Crisis of Climate Change
Weather Report
Edited by Ravi Agarwal, Toxics Link, New Delhi, India and
Omita Goyal, Chief Editor, IIC Quarterly, the Journal of the
India International Centre, New Delhi, India
This volume outlines the specific conditions and responses to
climate change in India. It discusses various aspects of the
planetary crisis with a global urgency: global warming induced
by anthropogenic emissions, largely owing to the fossil
fuel-based economic growth model; severe environmental
decline; and its catastrophic consequences. It will be useful to
scholars and researchers of environmental and sustainability
studies, natural resources, environment and technology,
sociology of development, development studies, public policy,
energy and environment, and urbanisation. It will also interest
practitioners, policymakers, think tanks and NGOs working on climate change issues.
Routledge India
Market: Climate Change / Development Studies / Sustainable Development / Environmental Studies
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05263-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10695-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21661-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032106953
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Creating Value with Data Analytics in Marketing

Managing Decline

Mastering Data Science

A Research Overview

Peter C. Verhoef, Edwin Kooge, Natasha Walk, Metriclab
Big Data Analytics, The Netherlands and Jaap E. Wieringa
Series: Mastering Business Analytics
This book is a refreshingly practical yet theoretically sound
roadmap to leveraging data analytics and data science. The vast
amount of data generated about us and our world is useless
without plans and strategies that are designed to cope with its
size and complexity, and which enable organisations to leverage
the information to create value in marketing. By tying data and
analytics to specific goals and processes for implementation,
this book is essential reading for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students and specialists of data analytics,
marketing research, marketing management, and customer relationship management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81978-1: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-81979-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01116-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83797-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819798

Antti Sihvonen, Juha-Antti Lamberg and Henrikki Tikkanen
Series: State of the Art in Business Research
A growing body of literature in the area of business
administration has focused on the phenomenon of decline.
These studies span multiple levels of analysis and draws on a
range of disciplines, including strategic management, economics,
and economic geography. This book provides a summary of this
research by focusing on three key levels of analysis: industries,
clusters, and organizations. This book provides an easy to access
summary on the nature and management of decline for
academic scholars and business practitioners, and is essential
reading for getting an overview of this broad field of research.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 106pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90029-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03594-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900298

4th Edition
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International Health and Safety at Work

Mobile Medicine

for the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health
and Safety

Overcoming People, Culture, and Governance

Phil Hughes MBE, MBE, MSc, CFIOSH, and Ed Ferrett, PhD,
BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, MIMechE, MIET, CMIOSH,
International Health and Safety at Work has been specially written
in simple English for the thousands of students who complete
the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Health and Safety
each year. Fully revised in alignment with the 2019 syllabus, this
fourth edition provides students with all they need to tackle the
course with confidence. This book remains the most effective
tool for those working to fit international health and safety
standards to local needs and practice.
Routledge
Market: Health & Safety
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 596pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64633-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62780-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12554-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83130-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627805

Edited by Sherri Douville
No topic in healthcare technology is more urgent and yet more
elusive to date than mobile computing in medicine. It adheres
to no boundaries, stagnates in silos, and demands not just the
attention of dedicated professionals, but also teams of teams.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
October 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11564-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65150-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22047-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367651503
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Leadership Levers

Reputation Management and Family Business

Releasing the Power of Relationships for Exceptional Participation,
Alignment, and Team Results
Diana Jones
There’s an epidemic of leadership failure—whether something
as small as a meeting, or as large as implementing enterprise
wide change. Leaders know that sinking feeling when a gap
emerges between themselves and the groups they most need
to engage with.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Workplace Culture
November 2021: 6 x 9: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76519-4: £90.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76518-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16733-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765187

Zdzisława Dacko-Pikiewicz, WSB University, Poland.
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society
Corporate reputation is important in gaining long-term
competitive advantage and building company value. Thus, the
author points out the need to manage reputation, which, due
to its complex nature and multidimensional character, is a serious
and difficult challenge. The author develops a strategic model
for family business reputation management. The developed
model can undoubtedly be seen as a pioneering contribution
to research into the competitiveness of enterprises. The book
will therefore be useful to researchers, students and managers
who are interested in decision-making in family businesses,
entrepreneurship and small business management, and leadership studies.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 242pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12776-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22621-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032127767
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Storytelling and Market Research

The Research Impact Agenda

A Practical User Guide

Navigating the Impact of Impact

C. Frederic John
Showing how market researchers can get a seat at the
decision-making table, this book is the essential guide to
mastering storytelling techniques that can dramatically enhance
the impact of research reports and presentations, commanding
full audience engagement and buy-in. Drawing on examples
from ancient and modern literature, drama, opera, and other
arts, this book will help today’s (and tomorrow’s) market research
professionals to thrive in a world demanding insights, real-world
recommendations, and more relevant deliverables.

Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing Research
November 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06487-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06485-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20251-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032064857
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Martyna Śliwa and Neil Kellard, University of Essex, UK
Series: Management Impact
This book contributes to the growing body of work addressing the processes and
consequences of national governments’ audits of the performance of higher education
institutions (HEIs) in different countries. The book discusses one recent area of focus within
these audits, namely the measurement of universities’ societal and economic impact. The
Research Impact Agenda offers a problematisation of the research impact agenda, especially
in relation to the impact generated by academics based in schools of business and
management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 102pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54749-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09046-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367547493
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The Neurodivergent Job Candidate
Recruiting Autistic Professionals
Marcia Scheiner and Joan Bogden
This book provides guidance on recruiting, interviewing, and
onboarding practices that will allow employers to successfully
hire neurodivergent professionals into inclusive, competitive
employment. Written by authors with extensive experience
working in the corporate world and consulting with Fortune
1000 companies on autism hiring efforts, this book is targeted
at employers, acknowledging their perspective. This book also
provides background on the thinking styles of autistic individuals,
giving the reader a deeper understanding of how to best support
neurodivergent jobseekers.
Routledge
Market: Human Resource Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68389-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68388-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13730-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683887
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The Power of Virtual Reality Cinema for Healthcare
Training
A Collaborative Guide for Medical Experts and Media Professionals
Edited by John Bowditch and Eric R. Williams
Cinematic Virtual Reality brings a combination of documentary,
narrative and game design principles to the medical profession
and, in the healthcare arena, collaboration is a key component
for creating intellectually- and emotionally- rich immersive
experiences.

Productivity Press
October 2021: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76823-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76822-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16868-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768225
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CRIMINOLOGY
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Sexual Abuse Within the Church
Assessment, Intervention, and Prevention
Chris Rush Burkey, Michael C. Braswell, Professor Emeritus,
East Tennessee State University, USA and John T. Whitehead,
East Tennessee State University
This book takes a holistic approach by providing insight into the
behavior and nature of sex offenders within the church. The text
covers various types of sex offenders as well as their criminal
propensities and methods of acquiring victims. Warning signs
associated with sex crimes within the church are explained as
well as security measures and prevention strategies that church
leaders and criminal justice professionals can utilize to minimize
risk to congregants. Discussion questions and case study
scenarios are provided to allow the reader to examine relevant
issues and explore a range of potential solutions and interventions.
Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice & Criminology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51938-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51306-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05575-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513061
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The Evolution of Ethics in America
Standards Born of Crises
Laurence Armand French, Justiceworks Institute, University
of New Hampshire, USA
In this book, Laurence Armand French frames the emergence
of medical, clinical, and legal ethical standards within the long
history of institutional and systemic racial and gender biases in
the United States. He explores the role that White privilege and
elitism play in justifying long-held discriminatory practices
ranging from the eugenics crusade a century ago to the #MeToo
and Black Lives Matter (BLM) movements of today. The book
identifies and analyzes events highlighting systemic racism in
the United States and explores how these events were
exacerbated during the presidency of Donald J. Trump.
Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice / Ethics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12414-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12333-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22442-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123332
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The Honest Politician’s Guide to Prisons and
Probation
Roy D. King, Roy King is Emeritus Professor of Criminology
and Criminal Justice at Cambridge Institute of Criminology
. and Lucy Willmott, Lucy Willmott works at the Cambridge
Institute of Criminology.
Through a comprehensive analysis of legislative and
organisational changes and interviews with all the key players,
The Honest Politician’s Guide to Prisons and Probation provides an
authoritative account of the crisis which has gradually engulfed
the prison and probation services since 1991. Setting out the
nature and extent of the crisis, King and Willmott show how the
Woolf agenda was overridden in a process of political churn,
through explorations of the Conservative Government until
1997, New Labour, and the Coalition and Conservative
Governments since 2010.
Routledge
Market: Prisons / Probation / Government
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06326-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77306-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20174-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773069
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Routledge Handbook of Media Geographies
Edited by Paul C Adams and Barney Warf, University of
Kansas, USA
This Handbook offers a comprehensive overview of media
geography, focusing on a range of different media viewed
through the lenses of human geography and media theory. It
addresses the spatial practices and processes associated with
both old and new media.
Media geography is a burgeoning field of study that lies at the
intersections of various social sciences, including human
geography, political science, sociology, anthropology,
communication/media studies, urban studies, and women and
gender studies. Academics and students across these fields will
greatly benefit from this Handbook.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies/Media Theory and Criticism/Social Sciences
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 286pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48285-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03906-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482855
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Strategic Planning in the Humanitarian Sector
A Manual to Foresight and Futures-Focused Thinking
Eilidh Kennedy and Michel Maietta
This book provides humanitarian practitioners and policy makers
with a manual for how to apply foresight and strategy in their
work. It demonstrates in practical terms how embedding futures
focused thinking into practice can help humanitarian actors to
enhance their impact and fit for the future. This accessible guide
will be an essential point of reference for practitioners and
decision makers in the humanitarian ecosystem, as well as
students studying humanitarian affairs, global development,
conflict studies and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Development Studies / NGOs
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55697-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55696-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09475-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556969
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Biolaw, Economics and Sustainable Governance

The Socioeconomic Impact of COVID-19 on Eastern
European Countries

Addressing the Challenges of a Post-Pandemic World
Erick Valdés and Jacob Dahl Rendtorff
Series: Finance, Governance and Sustainability

Edited by Rafał Wisła and Paweł Dykas
Series: Routledge Studies in the European Economy

This book offers an accurate and updated approach to the main
contributions of cosmopolitan biolaw in relation to sustainability,
global governance, organizational health care economics and
COVID-19. Bringing together different robust biojuridical
epistemologies to analyze key bioethical problems as well as
the health care, management, economics and sustainability
issues of our time, it constitutes a paradigmatic text in its field
and will be a valuable resource for courses in biolaw, law,
bioethics, global sustainability, organizational health care
economics, and global governance at different professional
levels.

The year 2020 went down in economic history due to the dramatic and drastic changes
in economic and social conditions that resulted from the outbreak of the global pandemic
of COVID-19. This book offers a multi-level narrative about the pandemic, written from
national and international perspectives, enabling the authors to construct several macroand mega-scenarios. It is designed as a practical reference for scholars, researchers and
policymakers.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70757-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14784-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367707576

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07871-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21189-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032078717
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China’s New Normal, Supply-side, and Structural
Reform
Cai Fang
Series: China Perspectives
This title dispels people’s doubts over China’s economic
prospects by analyzing the reasons for the slowed rate of the
country’s economic growth while proposing a range of effective
policy recommendations to enact supply-side structural reform.
Scholars and students of macroeconomics, development
economics and the Chinese economy will find this book to be
essential reading.

Routledge
Market: economic reform/macroeconomics/Chinese economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11847-5: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22181-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032118475

Economic Principles and Problems
A Pluralist Introduction
Geoffrey Schneider, Bucknell University, USA
Series: Routledge Pluralist Introductions to Economics
Economic Principles and Problems: A Pluralist Introduction offers a
comprehensive introduction to the major perspectives in
modern economics, including mainstream and heterodox
approaches. Through providing multiple views of markets and
how they work, it leaves readers better able to understand and
analyse the complex behaviours of consumers, firms, and
government officials, as well as the likely impact of a variety of
economic events and policies.

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 992pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63994-2: £230.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64000-9: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-315-63692-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138640009
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Communicating Climate Change

School Farms

Making Environmental Messaging Accessible

Feeding and Educating Children

Edited by Juita-Elena (Wie) Yusuf and Burton St. John III
Series: Routledge Studies in Environmental Communication
and Media
This book focuses on theoretical and applied
observations concerning how experts, advocates, and institutions
make climate change information accessible to different
audiences. It concentrates on three key elements of climate
change communication – access, relevance, and
understandability – to provide an understanding of how these
elements allow multiple groups of stakeholders to act on the
information to build resilience. This book will be of great interest
to students and researchers of climate change and
environmental communication, as well as practitioners interested
in understanding how to better engage stakeholders through climate change-related
communication.
Routledge
Market: Climate Change/Environmental Communication
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47952-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47953-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03737-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479534
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Edited by Alshimaa Aboelmakarem Farag, Samaa Badawi,
Gurpinder Lalli, University of Wolverhampton, UK and Maya
Kamareddine
Series: Routledge Studies in Food, Society and the Environment
Hunger is one of the most pressing concerns we face today and
there is a clear need to provide alternative sources of food to
feed a fast growing population. School farms offer a sustainable
opportunity to produce food locally in order to feed
underprivileged students who rely on school meals as an integral
part of their daily diet. Approaching the concept of school farms
through four themes, problem, people, process and place, the
book shows how they can play an essential role in providing
sustainable and healthy food for students, and the positive
impact hands-on farming can have on students' mental and physical well-being.
Routledge
Market: Food / Health / Environment
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 322pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00961-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00960-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17655-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009605

4th Edition

Renewable Energy Resources
John Twidell, AMSET Centre, UK
This is a numerate and quantitative text. It covers the many
renewables technologies implemented worldwide by harnessing
sustainable resources, mitigating pollutionth and climate change,
and providing cost effective services. This 4 edition is extensively
updated by John Twidell with global developments as
underpinned by fundamental analysis and illustrated by case
studies and worked examples. Renewable Energy Resources
supports multi-disciplinary master’s degrees in science and
engineering, and specialist modules at undergraduate level.
Practicing scientists and engineers will find it a useful
introductory text and reference book.
Routledge
Market: Energy/Environmental Science
November 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 774pp
Hb: 978-1-138-32226-4: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-415-63358-1: £48.99
eBook: 978-0-429-45216-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-58438-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415633581
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Routledge Handbook of Energy Democracy
Edited by Andrea M. Feldpausch-Parker, State University
of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry,
USA, Danielle Endres, Tarla Rai Peterson, Texas Universtiy,
USA and Stephanie L. Gomez
Series: Routledge Environment and Sustainability Handbooks
This handbook offers a comprehensive transdisciplinary
examination of the research and practices that constitute the
emerging research agenda in energy democracy. The vision of
this volume is explicitly transdisciplinary and global, including
contributions from interdisciplinary international scholars and
practitioners. It will be the premier source for all students and
researchers interested in the field of energy; including policy,
politics, transitions, access, justice, and public participation.
Routledge
Market: Energy Policy / Environmental Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 480pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39225-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-40230-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138392250
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HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
2nd Edition

From Birth to Five Years
Practical Developmental Examination
Ajay Sharma, Southwark Primary Care Trust, UK and Helen
Cockerill, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, UK
This fully updated new edition of From Birth to Five Years:
Practical developmental examination is a step-by-step ‘how to’
guide to the developmental examination of pre-school children.
Developed alongside the original Mary Sheridan’s From Birth to
Five Years: Children’s developmental progress, this unique guide
expands on its normative developmental stages by offering
practical guidance for health, education and social care
professionals, or anyone concerned with monitoring children’s
developmental progress.
Routledge
Market: Health and Social Care/Early Years
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52256-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52255-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05718-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-83459-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522551

5th Edition

Mary Sheridan's From Birth to Five Years
Children's Developmental Progress
Ajay Sharma, Southwark Primary Care Trust, UK, Helen
Cockerill, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, UK
and Lucy Sanctuary
This new edition of a classic text is the go-to reference for anyone
concerned with the developmental progress of pre-school
children. Fully aligned with current child development
philosophies and practices, Mary Sheridan’s From Birth to Five
Years: Children Developmental Progress is designed to support
the wider group of practitioners – including those from health
professions, social work and early years – that are now required
to take steps for promoting children’s development as part of
their assessment and management plans.
Routledge
Market: Health and Social Care/Early Years
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52252-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52251-3: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05715-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-83354-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522513
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David Bowie Outlaw

The Rohingya, Justice and International Law

Essays on Difference, Authenticity, Ethics, Art & Love
Alex Sharpe
This book explores the relevance of David Bowie’s life and music
for contemporary legal and cultural theory. Its original
engagement with the limits of law will appeal to those working
in legal theory and law and popular culture, in art and cultural
studies, as well as those with a more general interest in David
Bowie's life and music.

Routledge
Market: Law/Cultural Studies/Music
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 126pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69104-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69106-6: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14042-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367691066
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Kriangsak Kittichaisaree
Focusing on the plight of the ethnic and religious group of
persons called the ‘Rohingya’, normally residing in Myanmar, as
the case study, the book elaborates the complex legal
technicalities and impediments in international courts and
foreign domestic criminal courts exercising ‘universal jurisdiction’
in relation to acts amounting to genocide, crimes against
humanity and/or war crimes. Written by an international judge,
professor and former ambassador with decades of experience
in the field, the book will be essential for students, researchers
and academics in public international law, international criminal
law, international human rights law.
Routledge
Market: Law/International Relations
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 314pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12344-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12341-7: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22421-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123417

Digital Lawyering
Technology and Legal Practice in the 21st Century
Emma Jones, Francine Ryan, Ann Thanaraj, Teesside
University, UK and Terry Wong
In today’s rapidly changing legal landscape, becoming a digital
lawyer is vital to success within the legal profession. This textbook
provides an accessible and thorough introduction to digital
lawyering, present and future, and a toolkit for gaining the key
attributes and skills required to utilise technology within legal
practice effectively. Digital Lawyering is ideal for use as a main
textbook on modules focused on technology and law, and as a
supplementary textbook on modules covering lawyering and
legal skills more generally.
Routledge
Market: Legal Skills/ Law and Technology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 518pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12216-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-26078-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29821-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367260781
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The Conflict in Syria and the Failure of International
Law to Protect People Globally
Mass Atrocities, Enforced Disappearances and Arbitrary Detentions
Jeremy Julian Sarkin
This book explores, through the lens of the conflict in Syria, why
international law and the United Nations have failed to halt
conflict and massive human rights violations around the world.
It argues that international law is state-centred rather than
victim-friendly, is to some extent outdated, is vague and often
difficult to understand, and therefore hard at times to apply.
The book will be valuable to students, academics and
policy-makers working in the areas of Public International Law,
International Human Rights Law, Political Science and Peace
and Security Studies.
Routledge
Market: Law/Security Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05663-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05664-7: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19862-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056647
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MILITARY & STRATEGIC STUDIES

Managing Security
Concepts and Challenges
Edited by Laura R. Cleary and Roger Darby
Series: Cass Military Studies
This textbook is designed to be used by those tackling the
complex and challenging issues of security sector reform (SSR).
The book will be of much interest to students of security studies,
defence management and defence policy, as well as practitioners
in the field of security management.

Routledge
Market: Military Studies / Security Studies / Defence Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68351-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68350-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13706-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683504
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National Security Intelligence and Ethics
Edited by Seumas Miller, Mitt Regan and Patrick F. Walsh
Series: Studies in Intelligence
This volume examines the ethical issues that arise as a result of
national security intelligence collection and analysis. The book
will be of great interest to all students of intelligence studies,
ethics, security studies, foreign policy, and International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Intelligence Studies / Ethics / Security Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75831-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16419-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758318

2nd Edition

The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military Relations
Edited by Florina Cristiana Matei, Carolyn Halladay and
Thomas C. Bruneau
This 2nd edition of The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military
Relations offers a wide-ranging, internationally focused overview
of the field of civil-military relations. The handbook will be
essential reading for students and practitioners in the fields of
civil-military relations, defense studies, war and conflict studies,
international security, and IR in general.

Routledge
Market: Military Studies / War and Conflict Studies / Sociology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 406pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54042-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08422-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-78273-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540425
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2nd Edition

Contested Concepts in Migration Studies

Political Advertising in the United States

Edited by Ricard Zapata-Barrero, Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
Barcelona, Spain, Dirk Jacobs, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium and Riva Kastoryano, Sciences Po CERI, France
Series: Routledge Series on Global Order Studies
This volume demonstrates that migration and diversity related
concepts are always contested and provides a reflective critical
awareness and better comprehension of the complex questions
driving migration studies. It will be essential reading for students,
scholars and practitioners in migration studies/politics, migrant
integration, citizenship studies, racism studies and more broadly
of key interest to sociology, political science, and political theory.
Routledge
Market: Migration Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63488-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63483-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11933-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367634834
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Erika Franklin Fowler, Michael M. Franz and Travis N.
Ridout
Political Advertising in the United States examines the volume,
distribution, content, and effects of political advertising in federal
elections. The book considers the role of television ads using
extensive data on ad airings on local broadcast stations. It also
discusses digital ads, including ads on Facebook, Instagram,
Google, and YouTube.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76149-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76147-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16571-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-813-34975-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761479
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Fixing American Politics

Psychoanalysis Under Occupation

Solutions for the Media Age

Practicing Resistance in Palestine

Edited by Roderick P. Hart
Series: Media and Power
In short, provocative chapters, thirty-four prominent media and
politics scholars address the most pressing problems facing the
American people today and offer concrete solutions that inspire
reflection and debate as well as action.

Routledge
Market: Politics
November 2021: 6 x 9: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08010-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85823-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21251-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858230

Lara Sheehi, George Washington University, USA and
Stephen Sheehi, William & Mary, USA
Series: Psychoanalytic Political Theory
Heavily influenced by Frantz Fanon and critically engaging the
theories of decoloniality and liberatory psychoanalysis, Lara
Sheehi and Stephen Sheehi platform the lives, perspectives, and
insights of psychoanalytically-inflected Palestinian psychologists,
psychiatrists, and other mental health professionals, centering
stories entrusted to them over four years of engagement
throughout historic Palestine. This book unpacks the intersection
of psychoanalysis as a psychological practice in Palestine, while
advancing a set of therapeutic theories in which to critically
engage and "read" the complex array of conditions that define
life for Palestinians living under Israeli occupation.
Routledge
Market: Political Theory/Psychoanalysis
November 2021: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59620-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-48788-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138596207
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Fugitive Politics

Routledge Handbook of Illiberalism

The Struggle for Ecological Sanity
Carl Boggs, National University, USA
Fugitive Politics explores the intersection between politics and
ecology, between the requirements for radical change and the
unprecedented challenges posed by the global crisis, a dialectic
has rarely been addressed in academia. Carl Boggs explores how
systemic change may be achieved within the current system,
while detailing attempts at achieving change within nation
states. Written for both an academic and general readership, in
the US and beyond, this book will be of vital importance to those
studying political theory, political philosophy, political history,
Marxism and Marxist theory, authoritarian politics, ecology,
environmental politics, and climate politics.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Environmental Politics / Ecology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05416-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05414-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19746-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032054148
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Edited by András Sajó, Central European University, Hungary,
Renáta Uitz, Central European University, Hungary and
Stephen Holmes, New York University, USA
The first authoritative reference work dedicated to illiberalism
as a complex social, political, cultural, legal, and mental
phenomenon. The Handbook comprises sixty individual chapters,
each devoted to different facets of illiberalism and authored by
an internationally recognized group of experts from a wide range
of academic disciplines. The Routledge Handbook of IIliberalism
will form an important component of any library's holding; it
will be of benefit as an academic reference, as well as being an
indispensable resource for practitioners, among them journalists,
policy makers and analysts, who wish to gain an informed understanding of this complex
phenomenon.
Routledge
Market: Current Affairs
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 1024pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26054-5: £210.00
eBook: 978-0-367-26056-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367260545
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POLITICS
2nd Edition

Routledge Handbook of Transnational Organized
Crime
Edited by Felia Allum, University of Bath, UK and Stan
Gilmour, Senior Investigating Officer , Thames Valley Police
This fully revised new edition provides a definitive and holistic
overview of Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) in a world in
which right wing populism has gained ground, trade wars are
increasing, and China is an emerging force. Updated to reflect
the changing world and truly interdisciplinary in nature the
Handbook features contributions from an international team of
experts, working in different academic disciplines and within
varied law enforcement agencies. It will appeal to scholars,
policy-makers, and practitioners in International Law, Global
Governance, International Political Economy and Security Studies.
Routledge
Market: Politics/International Relations/Comparative Politics
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 622pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49130-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04470-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-57979-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491307
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The Perennial Conspiracy Theory
Reflections on the History of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion
Michael Hagemeister, Ruhr University, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
The Perennial Conspiracy Theory is a collection of essays on the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a fake document which has created
a pernicious antisemitic conspiracy theory. This volume will be
of interest to researchers and students working in the fields of
antisemitism, conspiracy theories, the far right, Jewish studies,
and modern history.

Routledge
Market: Conspiracy Theories / Antisemitism
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06015-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20078-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060156
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Aging in the Context of Urbanization

2nd Edition

Social Determinants for the Depression of the Chinese Older Population

Routledge International Handbook of Emotions
and Media

Fan Yang
Series: China Perspectives
As China has undergone rapid urbanization and population
aging in the past few decades, improving the welfare of older
people in rural areas has become an ever more pressing issue.
This title is the first book-length work to examine the influence
of urbanization on the mental health of China’s older population
outside the city. Students and scholars of social policy, welfare,
and gerontology will find this title to be essential reading.

Routledge
Market: sociology/gerontology/welfare
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16482-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24876-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032164823

Edited by Katrin Döveling and Elly A. Konijn
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Adopting a thoroughly interdisciplinary approach to the study
of emotions in the context of media, the second, entirely revised
and updated, edition of Routledge International Handbook of
Emotions and Media comprises areas such as evolutionary
psychology, media psychology, media sociology, cultural studies,
media entertainment, political and digital communication.
Leading experts from across the globe explore cutting-edge
research on the role of emotion in selecting and processing media contents, the emotional
consequences of media use, emotions in political communication and persuasion, as well
as emotions in digital, interactive, and virtual encounters.
Routledge
Market: Sociology of Media / Social Psychology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 354pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61049-1: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-46575-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-48160-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138610491

3rd Edition

Contemporary Social Theory
Anthony Elliott
Now in its third edition, Anthony Elliott’s comprehensive, stylish
and accessible introduction continues to be the indispensable
guide to social theory. Fully revised and updated, the book
examines the major theoretical traditions from the Frankfurt
School to posthumanism, and from feminism and
post-structuralism to globalization theory and beyond. Like its
predecessors, the book combines stylish exposition with
reflective social critique and original insights. This volume will
prove a superb textbook with which to navigate the twists and
turns of contemporary social theory as taught in the disciplines
of sociology, politics, cultural and media studies and many more.
Routledge
Market: Contemporary Social Theory/Cultural Theory/Sociology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 460pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13259-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13262-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22838-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-52137-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032132624
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Routledge Handbook of Social Futures
Edited by Carlos López Galviz, Lancaster University, UK and
Emily Spiers, Lancaster University, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Featuring chapters from an international range of leading and
emerging scholars, this Handbook provides a collection of
cutting-edge, interdisciplinary research that sheds new light on
contemporary futures studies. Engaging with key defining
questions of the early twenty-first century such as climate
change, big data, AI, the future of economics, education, mental
health, cities and more, the Handbook provides a review and
synthesis of futures scholarship, highlighting the role that
societies can and should play in their making.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Geography/Development studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34033-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-44071-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138340336
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SPORT, LEISURE & TOURISM
2nd Edition

4th Edition

Advanced Personal Training

Strategic Sports Event Management
Guy Masterman

Science to Practice
Edited by Paul Hough, St Marys University College, UK and
Brad J. Schoenfeld
This book allows readers to develop their understanding of the
scientific rationale behind components of personal training,
such as monitoring fitness and training programme design. Each
chapter includes cutting-edge scientific research to identify
optimum training methods and dispel some common myths
around nutrition and exercise.

Routledge
Market: Sport and Exercise Science/Fitness and Training
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 364pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06942-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90402-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20465-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92449-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367904029

This book provides students and event managers with an insight
into the strategic management of sports events of all scales and
types, from international mega-events to community sport.
Introducing key theory and best practice, it offers a practical,
step- by-step guide to planning, organizing, managing and
evaluating events. This new edition includes expanded coverage
of digital and social media, the social impact of events,
sustainability, security, entrepreneurship, employability. It is an
essential text for any sports event course, and invaluable reading
for any student or practitioner working in sport business, sport
management, sport development, or event management.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management/Event Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49465-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49466-7: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04625-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-53279-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494667
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Routledge Handbook of the Tourist Experience
Edited by Richard Sharpley, University of Central Lancashire,
UK
Routledge Handbook of the Tourist Experience offers a
comprehensive synthesis of contemporary research on the
tourist experience. It draws together multidisciplinary
perspectives from leading tourism scholars to explore the
emergent tourist behaviours and motivations.
This Handbook is the first to fill a notable gap in the tourism
literature and collate within a single volume critical insights into
the diverse elements of the tourist experience today. It will be
of key interest to academics and students across the fields of
tourism, hospitality management, geography, marketing and
consumer behaviour.
Routledge
Market: Tourism/Geography/Sociology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 662pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11425-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21986-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114255

6th Edition

Sports Marketing
A Strategic Perspective
Matthew D. Shank, Marymount University, US and Mark R.
Lyberger, Kent State University, US
Sport Marketing: A Strategic Approach is the most authoritative,
comprehensive and engaging introduction to sports marketing
currently available. It is the only introductory textbook on this
subject to adopt a strategic approach, explaining clearly how
every element of the marketing process should be designed
and managed, from goal-setting and planning to
implementation and control. It is an essential foundation for any
sports marketing or sports business course, and an invaluable
reference for any sports marketing practitioner looking to
improve their professional practice.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management / Marketing
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 696pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14164-6: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-14165-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-03067-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-01596-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367141653
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A Primer for Emotionally Focused Individual
Therapy (EFIT)

Applying Psychoanalytic Thought to Contemporary
Mental Health Practice
Paul Ian Steinberg, University of British Columbia, Canada

Cultivating Fitness and Growth in Every Client
Susan M. Johnson and T. Leanne Campbell
Designed for therapists at all levels of expertise, Johnson and
Campbell focus on introducing clinicians to EFIT interventions,
techniques, and change processes in a highly accessible and
practical format. The book begins by summarizing attachment
theory and science—the theoretical basis of this
model—together with the experiential approach to change in
psychotherapy. Chapters describe the three stages of EFIT,
macro-interventions, such as the EFIT Tango, and various
micro-interventions through clinical exercises, case studies, and
transcripts to demonstrate this model in practice with individuals.
Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
September 2021: 6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54597-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54825-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09074-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548254

Advances in psychoanalytic theory and technique can be usefully
applied in virtually all psychotherapeutic settings, as well as in
the management of patients in many non-mental health settings,
to enhance understanding of patients. In this book Steinberg
reviews a collection of his own essays, incorporating
developments in psychoanalytic theory and new ideas since his
essays were published. A variety of clinical situations are covered,
including group psychotherapy, partial hospitalization, and
individual psychotherapy. This book will be essential reading for
all mental health professionals wanting to improve their working
relationships with patients.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Mental Health
November 2021: 6 x 9: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06068-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06070-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20058-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060705
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Advanced Sandtray Therapy

Black and Sexy

Digging Deeper into Clinical Practice

A Framework of Racialized Sexuality

Linda E. Homeyer, Texas State University, USA and Marshall
N. Lyles, Independent scholar, Texas, USA
Advanced Sandtray Therapy deepens mental health
professionals’ abilities to understand and apply sandtray therapy.
Chapters show readers how to integrate clinical theory with
sand work, resulting in more focused therapeutic work. Using
practical basics as building blocks, the book takes a detailed look
at the ins and outs of work with attachment and trauma, showing
therapists how to work through the sequence of treatment while
also taking into account clients’ trauma and attachment issues.
This text is vital for any clinician interested in adding sandtray
therapy to their existing work with clients as well as students in graduate programs for the
mental health professions.
Routledge
Market: Counseling/Sandtray Therapy
September 2021: 7 x 10: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55482-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55481-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09549-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554811

Tracie Q. Gilbert
Tracie Q. Gilbert, in this book, draws from theoretical perspectives
of anti-Blackness, ethno-sexuality, performative Blackness, and
African-centered epistemology, to implicate race as an
inextricable factor in the sexual structures and schema of African
American people. The bookoffers a unique understanding of
African American populations and their articulation of sexuality
and race by introducing a comprehensive sexological model,
Black Sexual Epistemology. It is essential reading for practicing
sex therapists, marriage and family therapists students of
sexology, sex education, Black/African American studies, LGBTQ
studies and similar fields.
Routledge
Market: Sexology / Black Studies/ Sex Therapy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90058-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90059-5: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02218-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900595

2nd Edition
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Advances in Family-School-Community Partnering

Creating Your Future After a Toxic Relationship

A Practical Guide for School Mental Health Professionals and Educators

A Coaching Workbook

Gloria E. Miller, Amanda Arthur-Stanley, Cherry Creek
School District, Colorado, USA and Rashida Banerjee
Family-School-Community Partnering (FSCP) is a
multi-dimensional process in which schools, families, and
communities work together to ensure the academic, social, and
emotional success of students. In this new edition, the authors
evaluate advances to a multi-tiered model of FSCP that further
incorporates community alliances. School psychologists,
counselors, educators, administrators, and social workers will
learn how to strategically implement this partnering in all levels
of schooling.
Routledge
Market: School Counseling
November 2021: 6 x 9: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50203-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-50209-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14473-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-80148-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138502093
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Dee Wilkinson
Dee Wilkinson uses a coaching approach throughout the
workbook, taking the reader through a logical 10 step process
to design a brighter future that will be in line with their authentic
self. There are exercises, tools and techniques for the reader to
work through to help understand themselves fully, therefore
creating better long-term decision making. Many texts are aimed
at helping people understand the psychology of why they were
in a relationship whereas this workbook enables people to take
tangible steps to move on with their lives. It will be of great help
to individuals seeking to move on from toxic relationships, as
well as life coaches and other mental health professionals.
Routledge
Market: Coaching
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 94pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00101-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00098-5: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17273-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000985
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Freudian Thought for the Contemporary Clinician

Projective Identification

A Primer on Psychoanalytic Theory

A Contemporary Introduction

Robert Mendelsohn
This book uses clear language, modern contexts, and key
psychoanalytic concepts to exemplify how Sigmund Freud’s
thinking and legacy is directly relevant to contemporary
therapists. Featuring clinical examples and philosophical
explorations delivered in an accessible style, Freudian Thought
for the Contemporary Clinician will be a key text for
psychoanalytic clinicians in practice and in training. It will also
be of great interest to academics and scholars of psychoanalytic
studies, the history of psychology and the history of ideas.

Robert Waska, Private Practice, San Anselmo, California, USA
Series: Routledge Introductions to Contemporary Psychoanalysis
Waska explores how Projective Identification is the foundation
for much of psychic life, driving internal phantasy, influencing
interpersonal behavior, and contributing to the
transference/countertransference environment. This
book contains several case studies which explore and expand
on the concepts described and which demonstrate how a
psychotherapist can understand, contain and interpret the states
patients seek help with. Additionally, this book introduces a
clinical technique which is intended to tame the underlying
emotional conflicts.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77443-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77441-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17139-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774417

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63097-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63101-7: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11212-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631017
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Growing Up Resilient

The Integrated Guide to Treating Penetration
Disorders in Women

The Mediational Intervention for Sensitizing Caregivers (MISC)
Edited by Carla Sharp and Lochner Marais, University of
the Free State, South Africa
It is universally accepted that sensitive and responsive caregiving
leads to positive cognitive and socio-emotional outcomes for
children. While several intervention approaches exist, this text
brings together the rationale and current evidence base for one
such approach—the Mediational Intervention for Sensitizing
Caregivers (MISC). Editors bring together in one volume the
theory and research from the last decade supporting the MISC
approach. Chapters focus on a range of topics, such as: training
the trainer, maternal depression and MISC and more.
Routledge
Market: Clinical Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70360-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70358-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14589-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367703585

Transforming Sexual Relationships from Fear to Confidence
Maha Nasrallah-Babenko
Nasrallah-Babenko presents a culturally sensitive and uniquely
accessible book that equips clinicians, student sex therapists,
and female clients with the tools to confidently treat
genito-pelvic pain and penetration disorders (GPPPD). The book
defines GPPPD before outlining her ABCs approach, awareness,
body, control, and safety, where she examines topics such as
sexual abuse, how to communicate with you partner, vaginal
injury, the importance of arousal, life-long vs. acquired GPPPD,
and shifting the significance of penetration for an enjoyable sex
life.
Routledge
Market: Sex Therapy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65376-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65377-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12917-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653774

2nd Edition
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Handbook of LGBTQ-Affirmative Couple and Family
Therapy

Virtual Reality Therapy for Anxiety

Edited by Rebecca Harvey, Megan J. Murphy, Jerry J.
Bigner, formerly at Colorado State University, USA and
Joseph L. Wetchler, Purdue University, Indiana, USA
A unique and important contribution to LGBTQ literature, this
comprehensive second edition to the handbook includes both
new and updated chapters reflecting cutting-edge intersectional
themes like race, ethnicity, polyamory, and monosexual
normativity. A host of expert contributors outline the best
practices in affirmative therapy, inspiring therapists to guide
LGBTQ clients into deconstructing the heteronormative power
imbalances that undermine LGBTQ relationships and families.
The book inspires therapists to utilize clinical work to
pragmatically address intersectional oppressions, lessen the burden of minority stress, and
implement effective LGBTQ affirmative therapy.
Routledge
Market: Family Therapy/ Couple Therapy/ Gay/Lesbian studies
November 2021: 7 x 10: 508pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20656-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-22387-8: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27462-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367223878

A Guide for Therapists
Elizabeth McMahon, Private Practice, California, USA and
Debra Boeldt, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical
Campus, USA
Practical, down to earth, clearly written, and easy for therapists
to understand and apply, Virtual Reality Therapy for Anxiety is a
useful guide for any clinician treating anxiety, regardless of
setting (in-office or via telehealth), theoretical orientation, or
level of training.
After completing the guide, therapists and other mental health
professionals will understand the unique clinical benefits of VR,
be prepared to use VR in therapy comfortably and effectively
either in the office or remotely, and will have expertise in a new,
needed, and empirically validated treatment for a common clinical problem.
Routledge
Market: Anxiety/Technology and Mental Health
November 2021: 6 x 9: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69952-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69951-2: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15406-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699512
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Well-Being in Adolescent Girls
From Theory to Interventions
Elena Savina and Jennifer M. Moran
This book equips school psychologists and other mental health
professionals with a comprehensive understanding of mental
health and well-being in adolescent girls. It places adolescent
girls in a developmental and social-cultural context and outlines
factors that can shape their well-being. Chapters include
theory-informed and empirically supported interventions to
help promote girls’ positive physical and socio-emotional
development and culminate in a list of recommended resources
for the reader. A valuable resource for school psychologists,
counselors, and mental health professionals working with
adolescents along with those in graduate courses in school
psychology and counseling.
Routledge
Market: School Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61566-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61565-9: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10553-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615659
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PSYCHOLOGY
4th Edition

AI vs Humans

Body Image
Michael W. Eysenck, Emeritus Professor of Psychology in
the psychology department at Royal Holloway University
of London, UK and Christine Eysenck
The great majority of books on artificial intelligence are written
by AI experts who understandably focus on its achievements
and potential transformative effects on society. In contrast, AI
vs. Humans is written by two psychologists (Michael and Christine
Eysenck) whose perspective on AI (including robotics) is based
on their knowledge and understanding of human cognition. At
a time when human commitment to AI appears unstoppable,
this up-to-date book advocates a symbiotic and co-operative
relationship between humans and AI. It will be essential reading
for anyone interested in AI and human cognition.

Routledge
Market: Psychology and AI
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 362pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75493-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75495-2: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16269-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754952

Understanding Body Dissatisfaction in Men, Women and Children
Sarah Grogan, Department of Psychology, Faculty of Health,
Psychology & Social Care, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK
th

Fully revised and updated, Body Image 4 Edition provides a
comprehensive summary of research on body image in men,
women, and children drawing together research findings from
the fields of psychology, sociology, and gender studies. The only
sole-authored text in the field, and integrating work from several
disciplines, this is essential reading for students and researchers
in psychology, sociology, computing science, sport and exercise
science, and gender studies, with an interest in reducing body
dissatisfaction in men, women and children.
Routledge
Market: Psychology, Sociology and Gender Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56950-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56949-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10004-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92888-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569495

2nd Edition

An Evidence-based Guide to College and University
Teaching
Developing the Model Teacher
Aaron S. Richmond, Metropolitan State University of Denver,
USA, Guy A. Boysen, McKendree University, USA and Regan
A. R. Gurung, University of Wisconsin , USA
An Evidence-based Guide to College and University Teaching
outlines a definition of "model teaching" based on research
evidence and accepted best practices in high education.
Teachers at all levels of skill and experience can benefit from
clear, objective guidelines for defining and measuring quality
teaching. To fulfil this need, this book outlines six fundamental
areas of teaching competency—model teaching
characteristics—and provides detailed definitions of each
characteristic. The book is useful for teachers, trainers, and
administrators responsible for promoting excellence in college
teaching.
Routledge
Market: Teaching in Higher Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63535-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62984-7: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11956-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-91525-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629847

Building Your Career in Psychology
Marie S. Hammond and Peggy Brady-Amoon
Building Your Career in Psychology is a new practical, aspirational,
and experiential book designed to help readers make informed
decisions about their college, career, and life success.
Featuring the best practices in facilitating career decision-making
and planning, this book is a must read for undergraduate and
graduate students in Psychology courses as well as anyone
interested in a career in psychology.

Routledge
Market: Introductory Psychology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27498-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27499-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29641-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367274993
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Anti-Work

Health Psychology in Clinical Practice

Psychological Investigations into Its Truths, Problems, and Solutions
George M. Alliger
The first book to delineate anti-work in a systematic fashion by
identifying and compiling positions from a wide spread of
literature, Anti-Work defines the tenets of anti-work, reviews
them from a psychological and historical point of view, and
offers solutions to aid the average person in his or her struggle
with work. The book provides new ways to view and plan life,
and will be thought-provoking and valuable insight for students,
instructors, and practitioners in industrial and organizational
psychology and related fields, as well as all people who have
worked, will work, have never worked, or will never work.
Routledge
Market: Industrial and Organizational Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75860-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75859-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16431-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758592

Edited by Mark J. Forshaw
Health Psychology in Clinical Practice provides a collection of
first-hand accounts from several of the most established and
experienced clinically working health psychologists in the UK
explaining what they do, how they do it, and why their work is
important. This book is an essential resource as a crucial snapshot
of practice in the discipline in the UK and will additionally
support trainees and those seeking a career in health psychology
centered on practice rather than research or teaching.

Routledge
Market: Health Psychology
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63733-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63731-6: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12046-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637316
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Inspecting Psychology

Sleep and Brain Injury

How the Rise of Psychological Ideas Influenced the Development of
Detective Fiction
David Cohen
Inspecting Psychology takes a sleuth’s magnifying glass to the
interplay between psychology, psychiatry and detective fiction
to provide a unique examination of the history of psychology.
The result is a highly enjoyable, engaging read for those
interested in how the unique pairing of the history of psychology
with the history of detective novel can unveil insights in the
human condition. It should appeal to anyone interested in
psychology who want their subject served with a thriller on the
side.

Routledge
Market: History of Psychology
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36221-8: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36218-8: £18.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34466-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367362188

Crawford M. Thomas
This ground-breaking book binds together a contemporary
understanding of sleep and brain injury, pairing empirical
understanding through clinical practice with extensive
up-to-date research, to provide a deeply considered approach
to these overlapping topics. This new approach highlights how
sleep can affect the specific functional effects of brain injury and
how brain injury can exacerbate some of the specific functional
effects of sleep problems, thus having the potential to transform
the field of neurorehabilitation. It is essential reading for
professionals working with brain injury and postgraduate
students in clinical neuropsychology.
Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18896-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18899-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-19906-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367188993
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Psychology and Cognitive Archaeology
An Interdisciplinary Approach to the Study of the Human Mind
Edited by Tracy B. Henley, Texas A&M University, USA and
Matt J. Rossano
Psychology and Cognitive Archaeology demonstrates the potential
of using cognitive archaeology framing to explore key issues in
contemporary psychology and other behavioral sciences.
This book will be an illuminating read for students and scholars
of psychology (particularly theoretical, social, cognitive and
evolutionary psychology), as well as philosophy, archaeology,
and anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52050-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51653-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05614-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367516536

7th Edition

Skilled Interpersonal Communication
Research, Theory and Practice
Owen Hargie
Established as the foremost textbook on communication, the
seventh edition of Owen Hargie’s Skilled Interpersonal
Communication is thoroughly revised and updated with the
latest research findings, theoretical developments and
applications. Written by one of the foremost international experts
in the field, this is essential reading for students of interpersonal
communication in general, and to qualified personnel and
trainees in many fields.

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology / Interpersonal Processes and Communication
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 678pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02185-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00878-3: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18226-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-82377-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032008783
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Advanced and Multivariate Statistical Methods

Recovering Black Storytelling in Qualitative
Research

Practical Application and Interpretation
Craig A. Mertler, Arizona State University, USA, Rachel A.
Vannatta and Kristina N. LaVenia, Bowling Green State
University
Ideal for non-math majors, Advanced and Multivariate Statistical
Methods teaches students to interpret, present, and write up
results for each statistical technique without overemphasizing
advanced math. This highly applied approach covers the why,
what, when and how of advanced and multivariate statistics in
a way that is neither too technical nor too mathematical.
Students also learn how to compute each technique using SPSS
software.
New to the seventh edition: Updated to SPSS 26 All screenshots and images in full colour
Fully updated ancillaries including how to videos for both statistical techniques and SPSS
walkthroughs
Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49720-0: £300.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49747-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04722-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-28973-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497477

Endarkened Storywork
S.R. Toliver
Series: Futures of Data Analysis in Qualitative Research
This research-based book foregrounds Black narrative traditions
and honors alternative methods of data collection, analysis, and
representation. Toliver presents a semi-fictionalized narrative in
an alternative science fiction setting, refusing white-centric
qualitative methods and honoring the ways of the griots who
were the scholars of their African nations. It will be an important
text for new and seasoned researchers interested in social justice.
Informed and anti-racist researchers will find endarkened
storywork a useful tool for educational, cultural, and social
critiques now and in the future.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74730-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74733-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15928-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367747336
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An Autoethnography of African American
Motherhood
Things I Tell My Daughter
Renata Harden Ferdinand
Series: Writing Lives: Ethnographic Narratives
This is the first full-length explicitly identified autoethnographic
text on African American motherhood. It shows the lived
experiences of Black motherhood, when mothering is shaped
by race, gender and class, and mothers must navigate not only
their own, but also their children's positions in society. As an
interdisciplinary text, this book will be reading for academics
and students in a broad range of fields, including Education,
African American Studies, Communication Studies, Women
Studies, Psychology and Health Studies. It is also a handbook of
lived experience for Black mothers, grandmothers, and
daughters.
Routledge
Market: Race Studies
November 2021: 6 x 9: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42229-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42231-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82289-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422318

Data Analytics for the Social Sciences
Applications in R
G. David Garson
This book presents a complete exploration of statistical data
analysis in R for a wide variety of social science disciplines and
quantitative methods courses. Covering all the bases including
multilevel modeling and ANOVA / ANCOVA, the book also goes
further by looking at topics such as: neural networks to
implement deep learning, thus solving complex problems other
algorithms cannot; how to deal with missing values in real world
data; and the use of text analytics. R code input and output is
included. Suitable for all advanced level undergraduate and
postgraduate students learning statistical data analysis.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 704pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62429-3: £210.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62427-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10939-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367624279
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365 Quotes for School Leaders

Chinese Teacher Compensation System of
Compulsory Education

Inspiration and Motivation for Every Day of the Year
Danny Steele
Start your morning with a daily dose of inspiration! Bestselling
author Danny Steele, known for his motivational
@steelethoughts tweets, brings you a powerful quote for every
day of the year.
You’ll find quotes on topics such as school culture, supporting
your staff, effective leadership, positive communication, and
more.
Read them to kick off your morning, to wind down at night, or
whenever you need to recharge. Share them at staff meetings
and workshops to set the tone or spark conversation. The
uplifting, insightful quotes will remind you of the positive impact
you’re having on your school, each and every day.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10765-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07628-7: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21693-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032076287

Attraction, Retention, and Motivation
Jiang Jinqiu
Series: China Perspectives
This book examines the compensation system for teachers in compulsory education in
China and how it can be brought to bear in attracting, retaining and motivating teachers
while improving the quality of basic education. The book will appeal to scholars, students,
school officials, and policymakers interested in education economics, education
management and administration, and especially teacher pay scales and pay reforms.
Routledge
Market: Education Economics / Education Administration / Teacher Pay Scale / Compensation System
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14004-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-23190-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032140049
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A Creative Primary Curriculum for All

Creating a Place for Self-care and Wellbeing in
Higher Education

Emma L. Palastanga
This book seeks to empower teachers and school leaders to
better understand what is meant by 'curriculum' and what a
creative educational diet might look like in each school. It
explores curriculum intent, implementation, and impact, and
includes leaders' reflection boxes and practical suggestions for
busy teachers. Emma Palastanga analyses the need for a
balanced curriculum against the limitations of cramming for
success and delves into the process of curriculum planning,
delivery and evaluation using Ofsted’s terminology. The book
will give subject leaders and classroom teachers the confidence
to provide a rich and varied curriculum.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47071-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47072-2: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03318-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470722

Finding Meaning Across Academia
Edited by Narelle Lemon, La Trobe University, Australia
Series: Wellbeing and Self-care in Higher Education
In this edited collection, the authors navigate how they find
meaning in their work in academia by sharing their own
approaches to self-care and wellbeing. In the chapters, visual
narratives intersect with lived experience and proactive strategies
that reveal the stories, dilemmas and tensions of those working
in higher education.
Designed to inspire, support and provoke the reader as they
navigate a career in higher education, this book will be of great
interest to professionals and researchers specifically interested
in studies in higher education, wellbeing, and/or identity.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70055-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70052-2: £27.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14439-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700522
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Behaviour Barriers and Beyond

Critical Race English Education

Practical Strategies to Help All Pupils Thrive

New Visions, New Possibilities

Rachel Thynne
This practical resource helps school staff to reframe behaviour
as a means of communicating a need, ensuring they can
sensitively and effectively support children with a range of Social,
Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) needs and Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND). With case studies
and examples woven throughout, the book focuses on relational
and strength-based approaches to improve mental health and
wellbeing, self-esteem, sense of safety and, in turn, behaviour
and educational outcomes. All advice is carefully designed to
have the maximum positive impact on the child and minimum
impact on teacher time and resources.
Routledge
Market: Behaviour / SEND / SEMH
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70430-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70429-2: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14629-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367704292
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Lamar L. Johnson
Series: NCTE-Routledge Research Series
Johnson’s visionary book is a call for the transformation of English
education to embrace rather than reject Blackness. Confronting
heightened racial violence against Black youth that continues
to sweep across the United States, Johnson illuminates the
interconnection between the physical and symbolic violence
that unfolds in and outside the classroom and demonstrates
the harm this causes to Black youth. Employing an original
framework, Critical Race English Education, Johnson reveals how
English education and ELA classrooms are dominated by
eurocentric language and literacy practices, and provides a
justice-oriented framework that combats anti-Black racism.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27643-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27642-3: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29705-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367276423
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9th Edition

2nd Edition

Deculturalization and the Struggle for Equality

Guided Math in Action

A Brief History of the Education of Dominated Cultures in the United
States

Building Each Student's Mathematical Proficiency with Small-Group
Instruction

Joel Spring, Queens College, USA
Series: Sociocultural, Political, and Historical Studies in Education
Joel Spring’s history of school polices imposed on dominated
groups in the U.S. examines the concept of
deculturalization—the use of schools to strip away family
languages and cultures and replace them with those of the
dominant group. The focus is on the education of dominated
groups forced to become citizens in territories conquered by
the U.S., including Native Americans, African Americans, Asian
Americans, Latino Americans, and Hawaiians.
Extensively revised to reflect
the dramatic national events since
th
the prior edition, the 9 Edition discusses the rise of the Black
Lives Matter movement and increased educational inequality related to the pandemic.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10154-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10157-6: £40.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21393-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-11940-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032101576

Nicki Newton, Newton Educational Consulting, USA
Learn how to help elementary students build mathematical
proficiency with purposeful, standards-based, differentiated,
engaging small-group instruction. This bestselling book from
Dr. Nicki Newton provides a repertoire of in-depth strategies for
conducting effective guided math lessons, scaffolding and
managing learning in small groups, and assessing learning. This
fully-updated second edition features helpful new sections on
beliefs, teacher moves, planning, talking and questioning, and
kidwatching. Perfect for teachers, coaches, and supervisors, this
popular resource is filled with tools you can use immediately.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 7 x 10: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24574-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24575-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28325-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-596-67235-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367245757
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Effective Task Instruction in the First Year of School

Healthy Relationships in Higher Education

What Teachers and Children Do

Promoting Wellbeing Across Academia

Ilana Mushin, Rod Gardner and Claire Gourlay

Edited by Narelle Lemon, La Trobe University, Australia
Series: Wellbeing and Self-care in Higher Education

This book is designed as an original, close-up account of
processes by which children learn to become ‘school learners’
in their first year of school, unpacking some of the recognised
complexity of busy classrooms to hone in on what teachers and
children do and how learning takes place.
Effective Task Instruction in the First Year of School brings forward
a much needed wealth of knowledge into how to teach children
in the first year of schooling and beyond, in a way that is
accessible for practicing teachers, student teachers as well as
education researchers.

Self-care involves taking action to support, protect or maintain
wellbeing. Relationships have a significant influence on these
acts of self-care and one’s sense of wellbeing. Relationships are
fundamental to individual meaning-making and crucial to the
world of academia.
Healthy Relationships in Higher Education: Promoting Wellbeing
Across Academia highlights new ways of working in higher
education that disrupt current tensions that neglect wellbeing
and will be of interest to anyone working in this environment.

Routledge
Market: Education - Early Years
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40839-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40837-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80937-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408374

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70198-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70197-0: £27.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14498-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367701970
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2nd Edition

Enhancing Wellbeing and Independence for Young
People with Profound and Multiple Learning
Difficulties

In Dialogue with Reggio Emilia

Andrew Colley and Julie Tilbury
Bringing together results of an extensive survey of over 200
schools who teach young people with profound and multiple
learning difficulties, Colley explores what well-being, community
participation and independence mean to young people with
PMLD. This unique resource presents many innovative ways in
which schools are working to ensure young people with PMLD
have lives of value that are as rich and meaningful as possible.
This book can be used as a guide, resource and inspiration for
adults sharing their lives with young people with PMLD –
whether practitioners or parents – and concludes by asking what
we can learn from these young people to support them in living
life to the full.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56415-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56406-3: £27.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09764-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564063

Listening, Researching and Learning
Carlina Rinaldi
Series: Contesting Early Childhood
This second edition is a collection of the most important articles,
lectures and interviews given by Carlina Rinaldi, offering a unique
insight into the themes that characterise the early childhood
curriculum of Reggio Emilia: participation, documentation and
assessment; professional development; organisation;; creativity;
spaces and more. It includes brand new chapters including an
exploration of the role of the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre
and Rinaldi’s speech on receiving the LEGO prize. This is essential
reading for anybody looking to further their understanding of
the Reggio Emilia philosophy and pedagogical practice.
Routledge
Market: Education
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42700-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42704-7: £26.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85453-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-34504-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427047
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Innovative School Leadership

Planning and Passing Your PhD Defence

Transforming Practices

A Global Toolbox for Success

Edited by Gill Richards, Nottingham Trent University, UK
and Chris Wheatley, CEO of The Flying High Trust, UK
Series: A View into the Classroom
Written by school leaders, for school leaders, this book shares
the work of ten practising, innovative school leaders. It offers
insight into practical school developments that have been
researched, trialled and reviewed to demonstrate their success
at creating positive change. With each chapter written by
experienced school leaders working in a range of contexts, the
accounts of the developments they carried out and the research
evidence they collected to measure impact are presented
accessibly and succinctly.
Routledge
Market: Education
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61215-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61216-0: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10469-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612160

Olga Degtyareva and Eva O.L. Lantsoght
Series: Insider Guides to Success in Academia
This book is a toolbox for PhD students to plan and prepare for
the PhD defence regardless of their scientific discipline or
location. The authors discuss various defence formats that are
used internationally and identify the main differences and
similarities.
With international examples, practical strategies, and tips from
former PhD students and supervisors, this book unpacks the
principles and unwritten rules underpinning the defence. This
book is crucial reading for students across the world looking to
defend their PhD thesis, and also for their supervisors and
examiners.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
November 2021: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36665-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36666-7: £17.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34790-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366667
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Linguistic Justice

Rethinking Education in Light of Global Challenges

Black Language, Literacy, Identity, and Pedagogy

Scandinavian Perspectives on Culture, Society, and the Anthropocene

April Baker-Bell
Series: NCTE-Routledge Research Series
Offering a research-based approach to teaching that supports
the healthy linguistic, racial, and cultural identity of African
American youth, Baker-Bell demonstrates how the U.S. education
system has historically positioned African American youth as
linguistically deficient. Extending and applying critical language
pedagogy to the classroom, she argues that the responsibility
falls to teachers to support African American youth in
constructing positive and transformative understandings of their
language and racial identities related to language and learning.
Routledge
Market: Education
May 2020: 6 x 9: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55101-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-55102-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14738-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551022

Edited by Karen Bjerg Petersen, Aarhus University, Denmark,
Kerstin von Brömssen, University West, Sweden, Gro
Hellesdatter Jacobsen, University of Southern Denmark,
Jesper Garsdal, Michael Paulsen and Oleg Koefoed
Series: Routledge Research in Education, Society and the
Anthropocene
Rethinking Education in Light of Global Challenges discusses
challenges to education in Scandinavian welfare states due to
global trends like migration, neoliberal strategies and the
exploitation of nature. This anthology comprises case studies,
theoretical articles and reflective studies, grouped under the
headings of Culture, Society and the Anthropocene. This
authoritative volume will be of great interest to researchers, academics and students in
the fields of sociology of education, migration and education, environmental education
and educational politics.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10819-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21721-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032108193

3rd Edition
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Math Instruction for Students with Learning
Difficulties

Something Has Happened: A Storybook and Guide
for Safeguarding and Supporting Children’s Right
to Feel Safe

Susan Perry Gurganus, College of Charleston, USA
This richly updated third edition of Math Instruction for Students
with Learning Difficulties presents a research-based approach to
mathematics instruction designed to build confidence and
competence in pre- and in-service PreK–12 teachers. This text
addresses teacher and student attitudes towards mathematics
as well as language issues, specific mathematics disabilities, prior
experiences, and cognitive and metacognitive factors. This
edition has been updated to reflect current research and features
expanded sections on online learning and family collaboration,
as well as innovative new content on multi-tiered systems of
support (MTSS) as they apply to mathematics instruction.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 7 x 10: 496pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56187-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55958-8: £51.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09673-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92424-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559588
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Liz Bates
This beautifully illustrated storybook and guide have been
created to teach children that being safe from harm is the most
important right they have, and that the trusted adults around
them will always take action to protect, believe and respect
them. them. Covering all of the fundamental aspects of
safeguarding, the invaluable lessons in this resource help
children develop their own internal measure of safety and will
teach them how to ask for help if they ever feel unsafe. This is a
must-have resource for teachers, support staff and other
professionals working with primary and lower-secondary aged
children.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 90pp
Pb: 978-1-032-06912-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20448-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069128
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The Autism Resource Manual

Toward a BlackBoyCrit Pedagogy

Practical Strategies for Teachers and other Education Professionals

Black Boys, Male Teachers, and Early Childhood Classroom Practices

Debbie Riall
This highly practical resource book is full of realistic and
achievable strategies to help teachers to support neurodiverse
students in a range of situations that, whilst often seemingly
insignificant, can quickly become substantial and disruptive
challenges in the mainstream classroom. Written with the busy
teacher in mind, chapters are easy to dip in and out of, with
jargon-free language and simple explanations which are easy
to understand and put into practice. Written by an advisory
teacher for autism with a wealth of experience, this book will be
an invaluable tool for both primary and secondary teachers in
mainstream settings, as well as other education professionals.
Routledge
Market: Education / Autism
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75577-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75576-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16303-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755768

Nathaniel Bryan
Series: NCTE-Routledge Research Series
Critical and necessary, this book provides a window into the
education and lives of Black boys in early childhood settings.
Applying portraiture methodology, Bryan explores experiences
of Black boys and their male teachers in ways that affirm their
humanity and acknowledge the consequences of existing in a
white supremacist system. Bryan’s nuanced and comprehensive
portraits honor the voices of Black boys and their male teachers,
and counter the one-dimensional and essentialist perspectives
that proliferate in our schools, which Bryan identifies as anti-Black
misandry.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25405-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25403-2: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28761-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367254032
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The Narrative Approach to Informed Consent
Empowering Young Children’s Rights and Meaningful Participation
Fiona Mayne and Christine Howitt
The Narrative Approach to Informed Consent addresses the rights
of young children to be properly researched, expands
opportunities for their active and engaged research participation,
and creates a unique conceptual ethical space within which
meaningful informed consent can occur.This book will be an
invaluable tool for novice and experienced researchers and is
applicable to a wide range of education and non-education
contexts.

Routledge
Market: Research in Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35225-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-35221-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-33010-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367352219

The Philosophy of Higher Education
A Critical Introduction
Ronald Barnett, Institute of Education, University of London,
UK
Providing a comprehensive introduction to the philosophy of
higher education, through the lens of ecological realism, this
text presents an imaginative way through the field and leads it
into new areas. Each chapter takes the form of a short essay,
tackling a particular topic such as values, knowledge, teaching,
critical thinking, and social justice. It also examines key issues
including academic freedom, the digital university and the
Anthropocene, and draws on classic as well as contemporary
texts in the field.
Routledge
Market: Education / Philosophy of Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56393-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61028-9: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10293-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610289

Browse and order online:
www.taylorandfrancis.com
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Polymer Chemistry

Translational Medicine

International Student Edition

Optimizing Preclinical Safety Evaluation of Biopharmaceuticals

Timothy P. Lodge, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities,
Minneapolis, USA and Paul C. Hiemenz, Emeritus -Cal State
Polytechnic University, Pomona, CA
A well-rounded and articulate examination of polymer properties
at the molecular level, this book focuses on fundamental
principles based on underlying chemical structures, polymer
synthesis, characterization, and properties. It emphasizes the
logical progression of concepts and provide mathematical tools
as needed, and fully derived problems for advanced calculations.
This book expands and reorganizes material within chapters 2-5
to better develop polymer chemistry concepts and update the
remaining chapters. New examples and problems will be added
throughout.
CRC Press
Market: Polymer Chemistry
November 2021: 7 x 10: 676pp
Hb: 978-1-466-58164-7: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-19081-0
International Edition Paperback: 978-1-032-20585-4: £39.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032205854
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Edited by Joy A. Cavagnaro and Mary Ellen Cosenza, MEC Regulatory & Toxicology
Consulting, LLC
Translational Medicine: Optimizing Preclinical Safety Evaluation of
Biopharmaceuticals provides scientists responsible for the translation of novel
biopharmaceuticals into clinical trials with a better understanding of how to navigate the
obstacles that keep innovative medical research discoveries from becoming new therapies
or even making it to clinical trials. Best practices are defined for efficient discovery research
to facilitate a science-based, efficient and predictive preclinical development program to
ensure clinical efficacy and safety.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 542pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64427-7: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12454-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644277
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Recent Advances in the Science of Cannabis
Edited by Robert M. Strongin, Portland State University,
Oregon, USA, Jiries Meehan-Atrash, Portland State
University, Oregon, USA and Monica Vialpando
Recent Advances in the Science of Cannabis describes progress
in a variety of significant areas of cannabis science. This unique
book covers topics in cultivation and secondary metabolites,
aroma and chemotypes, cannabinoid structures, physiology and
pharmacology, as well as the development of unique topical
products. State-of-the-art analytical methods and
instrumentation are covered, including current developments
in mass spectrometry and chromatography, as well as microbial
testing. Given the popularity of smoking and vaporizing cannabis,
the chemistry of vaping cannabinoid and terpene concentrates
is also presented, along with emerging regulatory issues.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22442-4: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-429-27489-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367224424
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The Ups and Downs in Drug Design
Adventures in Medicinal Chemistry
Victor E. Marquez, Scientist Emeritus, National Cancer
Institute, NIH, USA
The Ups and Downs in Drug Design: Adventures in Medicinal
Chemistry highlights the necessity for an integrative approach
in Medicinal Chemistry and Chemical Biology. As Medicinal
Chemistry is not a monolithic science, it is important to
emphasize the other various disciplines that are required for
successful drug design. This book presents the authors' own
personal experience in this field and describes the "ups" and
"downs" that come with drug discovery. This book is an excellent
companion text for graduate and postgraduate students who
would like further insight into the parameters of drug design,
including the challenges that come with the project.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
November 2021: 7 x 10: 474pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06710-0: £250.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06363-8: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20350-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032063638
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AI for Games

Data Science Without Makeup
Ian Millington, Gwent, UK
Series: AI for Everything
What is artificial intelligence? How is artificial intelligence used in
game development?
Game development lives in its own technical world. It has its
own idioms, skills, and challenges. That’s one of the reasons
games are so much fun to work on. Each game has its own rules,
its own aesthetic, its own trade-offs, and the hardware it will run
on keeps changing. AI for Games is designed to help you
understand one element of game development: artificial
intelligence (AI).

CRC Press
Market: Artificial Intelligence
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 84pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64344-7: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-64343-0: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12404-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643430

A Guidebook for End-Users, Analysts, and Managers
Mikhail Zhilkin
Why data science is hard, what pitfalls analysts and
decision-makers fall into, and what everyone involved can do
to give themselves a fighting chance – the book examines these
and other questions with the skepticism of someone who has
seen the sausage being made.
Honest and direct, full of examples from real life, Data Science
Without Makeup: A Guidebook for End-Users, Analysts and Managers
will be of great interest to people who aspire to work with data,
people who already work with data, and people who work with
people who work with data - from students to professional
researchers and from early-career to seasoned professionals.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Data Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52322-0: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-52068-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05742-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520687
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Create Stunning Renders Using V-Ray in 3ds Max

Environment Art in the Game Industry

Guiding the Next Generation of 3D Renderers

A Guide to Rich and Realistic Environments Using Substance Designer

Margarita Nikita

Henry Kelly

Create Stunning Renders Using V-Ray in 3ds Max: Guiding the Next
Generation of 3D Renderers is a step by step guide on how to
create realistic renderings using V-Ray for 3ds Max. The potentials
of V-Ray are detailed using a bedroom scene as an example. The
book introduces the 3ds Max interface and the basic commands,
so that the reader can get familiar with the work environment
from the very beginning.
This book is intended for architects, interior designers, and
anyone else wanting to create photorealistic renderings using
V-Ray in 3ds Max. The reader does not need to have any
experience to follow this book, but any prior knowledge of
working in 3ds Max will help the reader jump right in.

This book explains the fundamentals of being a talented games
environment artist, outlining the key considerations that most
environment artists tend to forget. With a focus on using
Substance Designer to create rich, colorful, and realistic
environments, the book shows you how to improve your story
telling and think outside of the box. This book will be of great
interest to new and aspiring games environment artists, as well
as those looking to increase their knowledge of Substance
Designer.

CRC Press
Market: Computer Graphics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70148-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70135-2: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14478-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367701352

CRC Press
Market: Game Design
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70679-1: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70676-0: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14749-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706760
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Cyberspace, Data Analytics, and Policing

Game Design Deep Dive: Horror

David Skillicorn, Queen's University, Canada

Joshua Bycer

Cyberspace, Data Analytics, and Policing surveys the changes
that cyberspace has brought to criminality and to policing with
enough technical content to expose the issues and suggest
ways in which law enforcement organizations can adapt.

The Game Design Dive series examines a specific game system
or mechanic over the course of the history of the industry. This
text will examine the history and design of the horror genre and
elements in video games.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
November 2021: 6 x 9: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64276-1: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12622-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367642761

CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
October 2021: 6 x 9: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05806-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72174-9: £39.04
eBook: 978-1-003-19925-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721749
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Machine Learning for Cloud Management
Jitendra Kumar, Ashutosh Kumar Singh, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, India, Anand Mohan, Indian
Institute of Technology Varanasi, India and Rajkumar Buyya
Machine Learning for Cloud Management explores cloud resource
management through predictive modelling and virtual machine
placement. The predictive approaches are developed using
regression-based time series analysis and neural network models.
The neural network-based models are primarily trained using
evolutionary algorithms, and efficient virtual machine placement
schemes are developed using multi-objective genetic
algorithms. The book is ideal for researchers who are working
in the domain of cloud computing.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
November 2021: 7 x 10: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62648-8: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62256-5: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11010-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367622565
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Cold Chain Management for the Fresh Produce
Industry in the Developing World

Phenomenon of Lecithin
Science | Technology | Applications
Edited by Waldemar Buxmann, Parris Kidd, Volkmar
Wywiol and Rüdiger Ziegelitz

Edited by Vijay Yadav Tokala and Majeed Mohammed
Series: World Food Preservation Center Book Series
This book provides a comprehensive review of the benefits of
an unbroken cold chain in developing countries and focuses on
the critical role of extension education in the implementation
of cold chain management. This book comprises of chapters
contributed by the experts and practitioners of cold chain
development in developing countries. The authors in the book
provide the scenario of cold chain management in the world
and discuss the importance of the cold chain as well as the
different options and innovations of cooling systems. Chapters
also include case studies, success stories, capacity building
activities, and other opportunities in cold chain development
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49819-1: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05660-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367498191

The editors have gathered 24 renowned scientists and
technologists from eight countries to make their knowledge
widely available. The development and current status of lecithin
as a product are very closely linked to the continuously
increasing variety of applications and to the legal requirements
and market situation, and these issues are addressed at the
beginning of the volume. The theoretical principles constitute
the basis for understanding the book. The practical part deals
with the origin, production, processing and modification of
lecithin and also with quality control. The subsequent
descriptions of the numerous applications of lecithin make up
the core of the work.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 556pp
Hb: 978-3-982-07513-6: £155.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9783982075136
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Non-Thermal Processing Technologies for the Dairy
Industry
Edited by M. Selvamuthukumaran, Institute of Technology,
Haramaya University and Sajid Maqsood
There are some emerging non-thermal processing techniques
such as pulsed light, cold plasma, high pressure processing,
ultrasonic, UV pasteurization, or ozone treatments, which can
be successfully employed in dairy processing industries to
enhance product acceptability, safety, and quality aspects. This
book describes several emerging non-thermal processing
techniques that can be specially employed for the dairy
processing industry. The book narrates the benefits of using
pulsed light, cold plasma, high pressure and ultrasonic during
processing of various dairy products.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67517-2: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13871-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367675172
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Nutraceuticals for Aging and Anti-Aging
Basic Understanding and Clinical Evidence
Edited by Jayant Nemchand Lokhande, Indus Inc & Indus Extracts, Anaheim, California
and Yashwant Vishnupant Pathak, Sullivan University, Louisville, Kentucky, USA
Series: Nutraceuticals
This book addresses aging and anti-aging nutraceuticals based on 10 major challenges,
such as cognitive health, malnutrition, substance abuse, bladder control, and oral health,
among others. It examines how these challenges can be complemented with nutraceuticals
and connecting the applications with the traditional wisdom of the aging process. First
the book elucidates the aging process, then recommends nutraceuticals for aging and
anti-aging processes. It includes the perspectives of Western Indian and Chinese traditional
medicines. The focus of the book will be to provide, whenever possible, the clinical
evidences of the applications of nutraceuticals for aging and anti-aging conditions.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 750pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61494-2: £155.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11086-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367614942
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Comparative Bone Identification
Human Subadult and Nonhuman - A Field Guide
Diane L. France, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, USA
Comparative Bone Identification: Human Subadult to Nonhuman
– A Field Guide offers users a practical comparative guide that
presents the differences among animal species' and adult
subhumans for nearly all bones in the body. The book serves as
a valuable resource of easy-to-access information to investigators
and forensic anthropologists for use in the laboratory or in the
field.

CRC Press
Market: Forensic/Anthropology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04132-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48451-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03981-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484514
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Processing Vehicles Used in Violent Crimes for
Forensic Evidence
Christopher D. Duncan
Processing Vehicles Used in Violent Crimes for Forensic Evidence
is geared towards crime scene investigators and forensic
technicians—outlining steps and methods to overcome unique
challenges posed by vehicle and vehicular crime senses—for
those who process vehicles used in crimes, especially violent
crimes. Criminal justice and forensic science students also will
find it useful, as will attorneys, death and fire investigators,
accident scene investigators and scene reconstructionists.

CRC Press
Market: Forensic & Police Science
November 2021: 7 x 10: 396pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06889-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07933-2: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20433-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079332
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LIFE SCIENCE
2nd Edition

Human-Wildlife Interactions
From Conflict to Coexistence
Michael R. Conover, Director, Jack H. Berryman Institute,
Utah State University, Wildlife Resources Department, Logan,
USA and Denise O. Conover
As more and more humans and wildlife crowd into the same
limited space, human-wildlife interactions can threaten human
health, safety or food supply. This second edition of
Human-Wildlife Interactions: From Conflict to Coexistence provides
a comprehensive review of the severity of these problems and
the methods used to resolve such clashes. Dr. Michael Conover,
founder of journal Human-Wildlife Interactions, is a recognized
leader of the scientific field of human-wildlife interactions. In
this book, he presents the range of methods for wildlife damage
management. This book serves as an invaluable resource for
students, researchers, and professional wildlife managers.
CRC Press
Market: Agricultural Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 448pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39409-4: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13449-9: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-40140-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032134499
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Mammalian Heme Peroxidases
Diverse Roles in Health and Disease
Edited by Clare Hawkins and William M Nauseef
Series: Oxidative Stress and Disease
Peroxidasins, a protein family related to heme peroxidases, play
a novel role in tissue biogenesis and matrix assembly, which are
also attracting attention in different pathological contexts. This
book highlights recent developments in our understanding of
the chemistry, biochemistry and biological roles of mammalian
peroxidases and their associated oxidants, their involvement in
both innate immunity and chronic inflammatory disease in a
variety of end organs, and potential therapeutic approaches to
modulate and prevent damaging reactions.
CRC Press
Market: Biochemistry
October 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82036-7: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21228-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820367
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Redox Regulation of Differentiation and
De-differentiation
Edited by Carsten Berndt and Christopher Horst Lillig
Series: Oxidative Stress and Disease
Even before oxygen appeared in our athmosphere, redox
reactions provided the energy for metabolic steps in the
evolution of life. Redox modifications are now important in
cellular functions including differentiation/development. This
book compiles current knowledge regarding the roles of redox
regulation in differentiation and de-differentiation.

CRC Press
Market: Biochemistry
October 2021: 7 x 10: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89566-2: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20409-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367895662
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Fundamentals of Causal Inference

Protecting Your Privacy in a Data-Driven World
Claire McKay Bowen
Series: ASA-CRC Series on Statistical Reasoning in Science and
Society

With R
Babette A. Brumback
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

At what point does the sacrifice to our personal information
outweigh the public good?
If public policymakers had access to our personal and
confidential data, they could make more evidence-based,
data-informed decisions that could accelerate economic
recovery and improve COVID-19 vaccine distribution. However,
access to personal data comes at a steep privacy cost for
contributors, especially underrepresented groups.

Explains and relates different methods of confounding
adjustment in terms of potential outcomes and graphical
models, including standardization, difference-in-differences
estimation, the front-door method, instrumental variables
estimation, and propensity score methods.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70505-3: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14667-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367705053

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64077-4: £56.99
Pb: 978-0-367-64074-3: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12204-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367640743

Mining Complex Networks

3rd Edition

Bogumil Kaminski, Pawel Prałat and Francois Theberge

Sampling

This book concentrates on mining networks, a sub field within data science. Mining complex
networks in order to understand the principles governing the organization and the behavior
of such networks is crucial for a broad range of fields of study, including information and
social sciences, economics, biology, and neuroscience. This textbook is aimed to be suitable
for an upper-year undergraduate course or a graduate course. Students in programs such
as data science, mathematics, computer science, business, engineering, physics, statistics,
and social science will benefit from courses that are based on this textbook.

Design and Analysis

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11203-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21886-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032112039

Sharon L. Lohr
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
Research is done on theoretical and applied aspects of survey
sampling since the publication of the first edition of this book.
The second edition incorporates some of this recent research,
contains new topics such as total survey design and statistical
issues in Internet surveys, and expands coverage of weighting,
calibration, two-phase sampling, and sampling for rare events.
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Multivariate Data Integration Using R
Methods and Applications with the mixOmics Package

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2021: 7 x 10: 674pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27950-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29889-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279509

Kim-Anh Lê Cao and Zoe Marie Welham
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Biology Series
The book is suitable for researchers from a wide range of
scientific disciplines wishing to apply these methods to obtain
new and deeper insights into biological mechanisms and
biomedical problems. The suite of tools introduced in this book
will enable students and scientists to work at the interface
between, and provide critical collaborative expertise to,
biologists, bioinformaticians, statisticians and clinicians.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics/Biology
November 2021: 7 x 10: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46094-5: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02686-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460945
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Imagining Imaging

Nanohertz Gravitational Wave Astronomy

Michael R. Jackson

Stephen R. Taylor

From Roentgen to Rembrandt, Hounsfield to Hollywood and Vesalius to videogames,
Imagining Imaging explores the deeply entwined relationship between art (and visual-based
culture) and radiology / medical imaging.

Nanohertz Gravitational Wave Astronomy explores the exciting
hunt for low frequency gravitational waves by using the
extraordinary timing precision of pulsars.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42854-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42782-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85556-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427825

2nd Edition

Monte Carlo Techniques in Radiation Therapy

CRC Press
Market: Physics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 172pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14706-2: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76862-1: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24064-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768621

Applications to Dosimetry, Imaging, and Preclinical Radiotherapy
Edited by Joao Seco, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, USA and Frank
Verhaegen, Maastro Clinic
Series: Imaging in Medical Diagnosis and Therapy
Thoroughly updated throughout, this second edition edited by Joao Seco and Frank
Verhaegen, explores the use of Monte Carlo methods for modelling various features of
international and external radiation sources. Monte Carlo methods have been heavily used
in the field of radiation therapy in applications such as dosimetry, imaging, radiation
chemistry, modelling of small animal irradiation units, etc. The aim of this book is to provide
a compendium of the Monte Carlo methods that are commonly used in radiation therapy
applications, which will allow students, post-doctoral fellows, and university professors to
learn and teach Monte Carlo techniques.
CRC Press
Market: Imaging
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07993-6: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21248-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079936

2nd Edition

Monte Carlo Techniques in Radiation Therapy
Introduction, Source Modelling, and Patient Dose Calculations
Edited by Frank Verhaegen, Maastro Clinic and Joao Seco, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, USA
Series: Imaging in Medical Diagnosis and Therapy
About ten years after the first edition comes this second edition of Monte Carlo Techniques
in Radiation Therapy: Introduction, source modelling and patient dose calculations , thoroughly
updated and extended with the latest topics, edited by Frank Verhaegen and Joao Seco.
The book aims to provide a brief introduction to the history and basics of Monte Carlo
simulation, but again has a strong focus on applications in radiotherapy. Since the first
edition, Monte Carlo simulation has found many new applications, which were included
in detail.
CRC Press
Market: Imaging
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07852-6: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21184-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032078526
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Blue Shark Team-Building
Leading High-Performance Teams during a Crisis
Rizwan Amin Sheikh
The book shows how to create high-performance teams and
lead them successfully through crisis situations. It demonstrates
how Daniel Goleman’s emotional intelligence model and Bruce
Tuckman’s team-build model (forming, storming, norming, and
performing) were applied to form a Blue Shark Team that was
a success story during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Blue Shark
Model can be applied to any emergency or global crisis for
building teams in industries across the spectrum, including I.T.,
healthcare, construction, manufacturing, transportation, and
financial services. The book is filled with practical insight, tips,
and real-word examples.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Project Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 277pp
Hb: 978-1-032-08105-2: £94.99
Pb: 978-1-032-06295-2: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21671-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062952
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2nd Edition

A Retractable Guidance System for Mine Shaft
Hoists

Computer Methods in Chemical Engineering
Nayef Ghasem, United Arab Emirates University, Al-Ain
This textbook presents the most commonly used simulation
software, along with the theory involved. It covers chemical
engineering thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, material and
energy balances, mass transfer operations, reactor design, and
computer applications in chemical engineering. The Second
Edition is thoroughly updated to reflect the latest updates in
the featured software and has added a focus on real reactors,
introduces AVEVA Process Simulation software, and includes
new and updated appendixes. It gives chemical engineering
students and professionals the tools needed to solve real-world
problems.

Paweł Kamiński, AGH University of Science and Technology,
Kraków, Poland
The retractable guidance system was originally introduced at
the 960 m level in the Leon IV shaft of the Rydułtowy Coal mine
in Poland. This construction serves as a support for the
conveyance whenever necessary. When it is retracted, it allows
the cage to travel at full speed through the level, increasing the
effectiveness of the hoisting system of the Leon IV shaft.
This book provides an effective solution to rope guided
conveyances through the retractable guidance system, which
is a pioneering approach in the Polish mining industry. It can be
used to solve problems in multi-level shafts of rope guidance
systems worldwide.
CRC Press
Market: Mining Engineering
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11275-6: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22675-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032112756

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Chemical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 490pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76525-5: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76524-8: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16736-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-439-84999-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765248
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3rd Edition

Advanced Heat Transfer
Greg F. Naterer
Avanced Heat Transfer provides a single source of technical
content for the prediction, solution, and analysis of advanced
heat transfer problems, including conduction, convection,
radiation and phase change, and chemically reactive modes of
heat transfer. The book offers a comprehensive source for single
and multiphase systems of heat transfer for graduate students
taking courses in Advanced Heat Transfer; Multiphase Heat
Transfer; Advanced Thermodynamics. With more than 20 new
sections, case studies, examples, and problems, the new edition
broadens the scope of thermal engineering applications,
including biomedical fields, micro- and nanotechnology, and
machine learning.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
December 2021: 7 x 10: 582pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07247-0: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20612-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-57932-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032072470

Critical Steps
Managing What Must Go Right in High-Risk Operations
Tony Muschara, Muschara Error Management Consulting,
LLC, USA, Ron Farris, HOPE Consulting LLC,USA and Jim
Marinus, Jamar Operations, LLC, USA
The text prepares supervisors and workers to respond to known
human performance risks in the workplace; prepared to exercise
positive control and to fail safely. It will help workers recognize
risk and previously unknown risks while work is in progress and
provides tools to adapt to surprise pathways for harm. It will be
a valuable resource for professionals working in the fields of
occupational health and safety, ergonomics, and human factors.
Each chapter ends with key takeaways and with a check for
understanding with answers in an appendix.
CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health and Safety
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 195pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11429-3: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11507-8: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22021-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114293
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Computational Multiphase Geomechanics

Edge Computing

Fusao Oka, LIQCA liquefaction Geo Research Institute, Japan
and Sayuri Kimoto, Kyoto University, Japan
Numerical methods underpin computational geotechnics, and
especially multi-phase geomaterials. This book covers basic
concepts of the air-water-soil mixture, cyclic constitutive models,
anisotropic models, noncoaxial models, gradient models,
compaction bands (a form of volumetric strain localization and
strain localization under dynamic conditions), and instability of
unsaturated soils. It also includes applications of computational
modeling to large-scale excavation of ground, liquefaction
analysis of levees during earthquakes, methane hydrate
development, and the shielding of contamination using
bentonite. The erosion of embankments due to the seepage
flow is also presented.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05955-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20003-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032059556

Fundamentals, Advances and Applications
K. Anitha Kumari, PSG College of Technology, India, G.
Sudha Sadasivam, PSG College of Technology, India, D.
Dharani, PSG College of Technology, India and M.
Niranjanamurthy, Dept.of MCA, MSRIT, India
Series: Advances in Industry 4.0 and Machine Learning
Discussing the essentials of edge computing including network
essentials, integration of IoT, state-of-the-art interfaces and
devices, edge computing simulators, related organizations
working with edge computing, operational challenges and future
research directions in a single volume, this reference text will be
useful text for senior undergraduate, graduate students and
professionals in the fields of electrical engineering, electronics
engineering, computer science, and information technology.
CRC Press
Market: Computer and Electrical Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12608-1: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23094-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032126081
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Fluid Waves

Handbook of Sustainable Polymers for Additive
Manufacturing

Richard Manasseh, Swinburne University of Technology,
Victoria, Australia
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Antonio Paesano, The Boeing Company, Ridley Park, USA

The book derives the detail of the mathematical basis for the
most commonly encountered waves in science and engineering.
It gives the basis to undertake calculations required for important
occupations such as maritime engineering, climate science,
urban noise control, and medical diagnostics. The book initiates
with fluid dynamics basis including subsequent chapters
covering surface gravity waves, sound waves, internal gravity
waves and waves in rotating fluids, and details basic phenomena
such as refraction. Thereafter, specialized application chapters
include description of specific contemporary problems. All
concepts are supported by narrative examples, illustrations, and

The book provides the latest technical information on sustainable
materials used in additive manufacturing (AM). Topics covered
include an up-to-date and extensive overview of raw materials,
their chemistry, and functional properties of their commercial
versions; a description of the relevant AM processes, products,
applications, and limitations; and a forecast of sustainable
materials used in AM, their properties, and applications in the
near future provided by experts in the field. Data included are
relative to current commercial products and are presented in
easy to read tables and charts.

case studies.
CRC Press
Market: Fluid Dynamics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27164-0: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29526-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367271640

CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
January 2022: 7 x 10: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-138-47888-6: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22121-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138478886
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Fundamentals of Solar Radiation

Innovative Education Technologies for 21st Century
Teaching and Learning

Lucien Wald, MINES ParisTech, France
The sun radiates a tremendous amount of energy, called solar
energy or solar radiation, the main natural source of energy on
Earth by far. This book aims to provide simple answers to anyone
who has questions about solar radiation. Its ambition is to help
by presenting the fundamental elements of the solar radiation
received on the ground and includes many examples and
illustrations, as well as some simple but fairly precise equations
to calculate the various elements covered and to reproduce the
figures and graphs. It is a valuable resource to all professionals,
engineers, researchers, students and other practitioners that
seek an understanding of solar radiation.
CRC Press
Market: Energy
May 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72588-4: £125.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15545-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725884

Edited by Muhammad Mujtaba Asad, Fahad Sherwani,
FAST National University, Razali Bin Hassan, Malaysia
Research Institute for Vocational Edu & Training and
Prathamesh Churi, NMIMS University
This book offers case studies on real problems involving higher
education, it includes policies that need to be adaptable to the
new environments such as the role of accreditation, online
learning, MOOCs, and mobile-based learning. The book covers
all aspects of the digital competencies of teachers to fulfill the
required needs of 21st-century classrooms and uses a new
pedagogical approach suitable for educational policies. This
book is suitable for teachers, students, instructional and course
designers, policymakers, and anyone interested in 21st-century
education.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69904-8: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14379-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699048
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Handbook of Machine Learning for Computational
Optimization

Intelligent and Sustainable Cement Production
Transforming to Industry 4.0 Standards
Edited by Anjan Kumar Chatterjee, Former Director, ACC
Ltd, India

Applications and Case Studies
Edited by Vishal Jain, Bharati Vidyapeeth’s Inst. of Comp.
Appl. and Mgmt, Sapna Juneja, B.M. Inst. of Eng. and Tech.,
Sonepat, Abhinav Juneja, B.M. Inst. of Eng. and Tech.,
Sonepat and Ramani Kannan, Universiti Teknologi Petronas
Series: Demystifying Technologies for Computational Excellence
This handbook focuses on new Machine Learning developments
that can lead to newly developed applications. It uses a
predictive and futuristic approach which makes Machine
Learning a promising tool for processes and sustainable
solutions. It also promotes newer algorithms which are more
efficient and reliable for new dimensions in discovering other
applications and then goes on to discuss the potential in making
better use of machines in order to ensure optimal prediction, execution, and
decision-making. Individuals looking for Machine Learning based knowledge will find
interest in this handbook.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial and Manufacturing
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68542-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13802-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685423

Complimentary Exam Copy
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This book captures the path of digital transformation that the
cement enterprises are adopting progressively to elevate
themselves to ‘Industry 4.0’ level. Digital innovations based IoT
and AI are pertinent technologies for the cement enterprises as
the manufacturing processes operate at very large scales with
multiple inputs, outputs and variables, resulting in the essentiality
of big data management. Featuring contributions from cement
industries worldwide, it covers various aspects of cement
manufacturing from Internet of Things, Machine Learning and
Data analytics perspectives. It further discusses implementation
of digital solutions in cement process and plants through case
studies.
CRC Press
Market: Cement and Concrete
November 2021: 6 x 9: 490pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61840-7: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10679-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367618407
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Introduction to Electrochemical Science and
Engineering

Magnetic Field Assisted Finishing

Serguei N. Lvov, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, USA
The Second Edition of the book outlines the basic principles and
techniques used in the development of electrochemical
engineering-related technologies, such as fuel cells, electrolyzers,
and flow-batteries. Covering topics from electrolyte solutions
to electrochemical energy conversion systems and corrosion,
this revised and expanded edition provides new educational
material to help readers familiarize themselves with some of
today’s most useful electrochemical concepts. The book is
written for undergraduate engineering and science students
and readers in need of introductory-level content and graduate
students and engineers looking for a quick introduction to the
subject.
CRC Press
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 446pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19678-0: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-315-29685-2
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-58285-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138196780

Methods, Applications and Process Automation
Dilshad Ahmad Khan, NIT Hamirpur, India, Zafar Alam, IIT
Dhanbad, India. and Faiz Iqbal, University of Edinburgh, UK.
Series: Advanced Manufacturing Techniques
Discussing various technologies invented and employed for
surface finishing of products with different magnetic field
assisted finishing processes, this text will be useful as a reference
text for graduate students and professionals in the fields of
mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering, production
engineering, manufacturing, and industrial engineering.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 156pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75438-9: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22877-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754389
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Keeping Races in Their Places

Managing Environmental Data

The Dividing Lines That Shaped the American City

Principles, Techniques, and Best Practices

Anthony W. Orlando
"A book perfect for this moment" –Katherine M. O’Regan, Former
Assistant Secretary, US Department of Housing and Urban
Development
Spanning the era from the Great Migration to the Great
Recession, Keeping Races in Their Places uses the latest economic
insights to uncover the roots of the Black-White wealth gap, the
subprime lending crisis, and today’s lack of affordable housing
in maps created by banks nearly a century ago. Most of all, it
offers hope that with the latest scholarly tools we can pinpoint
how things went wrong—and what we must do to make them
right.

Gerald A. Burnette
Series: Applied Ecology and Environmental Management
Focused on the mechanics of managing environmental data,
this book provides guidelines on how to evaluate data
requirements, assess tools and techniques, and implement an
effective system. Moving beyond the hypothetical, Gerald
Burnette illustrates the decision-making processes and the
compromises required when applying environmental principles
and practices to actual data. It explains the basic principles of
relational databases, discusses database design, explores user
interface options, and examines the process of implementation.
Best practices are identified during each portion of the process.

Routledge
Market: Real Estate Urban Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68469-3: £67.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68037-4: £27.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13768-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680374

CRC Press
Market: Ecology
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65440-5: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-13195-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367654405

Leadership, Ethics, and Project Execution

Mean-Field-Type Games for Engineers

An Evidence-Based Project Success Model
F.H. (Bud) Griffis, Columbia University, New York, Frederick
B. Plummer, University of Illinois, Champaign and Francis
X. DarConte, New York University, New York
Leadership, Ethics, and Project Execution provides a masterclass
in the project and people management skills that set apart the
most accomplished design and construction professionals.
Interactive exercises allow readers to take the role of junior
project managers and other emerging professionals and reason
through the ethical dilemmas surrounding building projects
from the initial bid to completion. Chapters on stakeholder
alignment, productivity, and project success ensure that aspiring
leaders’ business decisions are as economically sound as they
are ethically correct.
Routledge
Market: Construction and Architectural Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 374pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65530-3: £145.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65425-2: £56.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12994-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367654252

Julian Barreiro-Gomez, New York University, UAE. and
Hamidou Tembine, New York University, UAE.
This book comprises an appropriate background to work and
do research on mean-field-type control and game theory. It
starts with studying the deterministic optimal control and
differential linear-quadratic games, and progressively moves to
analyzing mean-field-type control and game problems
incorporating several stochastic processes. For the
mean-field-type game analysis, several numerical examples using
a MatLab-based user-friendly toolbox are available for the
readers. It includes applications in both continuous and discrete
time, such as water distribution systems, micro-grid energy
storage, stirred tank reactor, and COVID-19 propagation control.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 526pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56612-8: £94.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09860-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367566128
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2nd Edition

Mechanics of Solids

Optimal and Robust Control

Carl Ross, Professor of Structural Dynamics, University of
Portsmouth, UK, John Bird, formerly Senior Lecturer, HMS
Sultan, UK and Andrew Little, Lecturer at the University of
Portsmouth, UK
This introduction to the behaviour of solid materials under
loading, focuses on statics and stress analysis. As the primary
recommended mechanics of solids text of the Council of
Engineering Institutions for undergraduates, it covers practical
stress and strain scenarios including simple stress and strain,
torsion, bending, elastic failure and buckling, with examples
such as thin-walled structures, beams, struts and composite
structures. New chapters cover matrix algebra, fracture mechanics, and additional material
considerations including creep and fatigue. The companion website offers solutions, and
multiple-choice tests; and resources for adopting course instructors.
Routledge
Market: Mechanical Engineering
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 518pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65141-1: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65140-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12802-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-90467-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367651404

Advanced Topics with MATLAB®
Luigi Fortuna, University of Catania, Italy., Mattia Frasca, University of Catania, Catania,
Italy and Arturo Buscarino, University of Catania, Catania, Italy
This new edition deals with advanced automatic control techniques, paying particular
attention to robustness-the ability to guarantee stability in the presence of uncertainty. It
explains advanced techniques for handling uncertainty and optimizing the control loop,
and details analytical strategies for obtaining reduced order models. It also includes
numerous examples and MATLAB® exercises to help the reader efficiently acquire new
skills. Written for electrical, electronic, computer science, space, and automation engineers
interested in automatic control, this book can also be used for self-study of for a
one-semester course in robust control.
CRC Press
Market: Control Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 322pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05300-4: £99.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19692-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-50191-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032053004
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4th Edition

Military Pyrotechnics

Phase Transformations in Metals and Alloys
David A. Porter, University of Oulu, Finland, Kenneth E.
Easterling, University of Exeter, UK and Mohamed Y. Sherif

Principles and Practices
Ajoy K. Bose, Indian Ordinance Factories (formerly), Pune,
India

Revised to cover developments in the field over the past decade,
the Fourth Edition provides information and examples that better
illustrate the engineering relevance of this topic. It supplies a
comprehensive overview of specific types of phase
transformations, supplemented by practical case studies of
engineering alloys. With case studies, detailed examples, and
exercises drawn from relevant applications, the Fourth Edition
keeps the previous editions’ popular easy-to -follow style and
excellent mix of basic and advanced information, making it ideal
for those new to the field. The unique presentation links basic
understanding of theory with application in a gradually

This book is aimed at all personnel involved with management
of military pyrotechnic ammunitions and devices in design,
production, inspection, training and use, globally.

CRC Press
Market: Combustion
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 632pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55411-8: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09340-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554118

progressive manner.
CRC Press
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 578pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82077-0: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43034-4: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01180-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-420-06210-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430344
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Nitrate Handbook

Quaternary Vegetation Dynamics

Environmental, Agricultural, and Health Effects

The African Pollen Database

Edited by Christos Tsadilas, Helenic Agricultural
Organization DEMETER, Institute of Soil Mapping and
Classification, Greece
Series: Advances in Trace Elements in the Environment
The Nitrate Handbook provides an overview of the entire nitrate
cycle and the processes influencing nitrate transformation. It
clearly identifies the role of nitrate as an essential nutrient in
plant growth, food preservation, and human health. Using the
most up-to-date knowledge and research, it illustrates how the
steadily increasing human population and demand for food,
which results in higher amounts of nitrate needed by soils, makes
new regulations on the management and usage of nitrates a
high priority. All questions pertaining to the influences of nitrate and its derivatives on
plant physiology and human health are explored in depth.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 444pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33822-0: £140.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32680-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338220
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Edited by Jürgen Runge, Johann Wolfgang Goethe
University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, William D. Gosling,
Univ. Amsterdam, NL, Anne-Marie Lézine, Univ. Campus
Jussieu, Paris, France and Louis Scott, Univ. Bloemfontein,
SA
Series: Palaeoecology of Africa
This book presents the state of the art of pollen data in
sub-Saharan Africa. Pollen grains are powerful tools for the study
of environments because, apart from the excellent fossilization
of pollen grains, their shape and ornamentation differ from one
species to another. The book deals with the study of past
environments from Africa south of the Mediterranean region. It
includes methodological aspects notably to overcome the problems related to the
production and dissemination of pollen grains and specific studies and syntheses. The
book is intended for a wide audience in the environmental and climate sciences.
CRC Press
Market: Palaeoecology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 442pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75508-9: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16276-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755089
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Radiation Detection Systems

Reliability-Based Design in Soil and Rock
Engineering

Two Volume Set
Edited by Jan Iwanczyk, DxRay Inc., USA. and Krzysztof
Iniewski, Emerging Technologies CMOS Inc., British
Columbia, Canada
Series: Devices, Circuits, and Systems
This second edition of the book presents the state-of-the-art in
the design of detectors and integrated circuit design, in the
context of medical imaging using ionizing radiation. The book
has been divided into two volumes. The first volume on Sensor
Materials, Systems, Technology and Characterization
Measurements puts more emphasis on sensor materials, detector
and front electronics technology and designs as well as system
optimization for different applications. The second volume on
Medical Imaging, Industrial Testing and Security Applications is devoted to more specific
applications of detection systems in medical imaging, industrial testing and security
applications.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 653pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06955-5: £180.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21944-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032069555

Enhancing Partial Factor Design Approaches
Bak Kong Low, formerly Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Reliability-Based Design in Soil and Rock Engineering contains
probabilistic analyses and reliability-based designs (RBD) for the
enhancement of the Eurocode 7 (EC7) and the Load and
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) methods. An intuitive
perspective and efficient computational procedure for the
First-Order Reliability Method (FORM, which includes the
Hasofer-Lind reliability index) is explained, together with
discussions on the similarities and differences between the
design point of EC7/LRFD and RBD-via-FORM. Renowned cases
in soil and rock engineering are analysed both deterministically
and probabilistically. This book is ideal for practitioners, graduate
students and researchers.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 399pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63139-0: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11229-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631390

2nd Edition
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Radiation Detection Systems

Renewable Energy for Mitigating Climate Change
Edited by Jacqueline A. Stagner and David S-K. Ting

Medical Imaging, Industrial Testing, and Security Applications

Based on state-of-the-art science and technologies, this book
disseminates the latest advancements concerning the
relationship between renewable energy and climate change
and presents the best practices to further utilize renewable
energy for mitigation. It examines issues of climate change from
different renewable energy fronts by the respective experts from
around the world. While high-level and in-depth technological
advancements are judiciously presented, it also discusses
different types of renewable energy and the associated
technologies in consideration of the various perspectives of
economy, availability, and societal implications in different
regions.

Edited by Jan Iwanczyk, DxRay Inc., USA. and Krzysztof
Iniewski
Series: Devices, Circuits, and Systems
The second edition of the book Radiation Detection Systems
presents variety of radiation detection systems giving readers a
broad view of the state-of–the-art in the design of detectors,
front-end electronics and systems offering optimized choices
of the detection tools for a particular application. The new edition
has been divided into two volumes. This volume on Medical
Imaging, Industrial Testing and Security Applications presents
specific applications of the detection systems in medical imaging,
industrial testing and security applications. These newly
developed technologies play a vital role in the detection,
diagnosis and tratment of major human diseases.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 310pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11087-5: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21836-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-70435-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032110875

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75811-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24012-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758110

3rd Edition

2nd Edition

Radiation Detection Systems
Edited by Krzysztof Iniewski, Redlen Technologies Inc.,
Canada. and Jan S. Iwanczyk, DxRay Inc., USA.
Series: Devices, Circuits, and Systems
This volume on Sensor Materials, Systems, Technology and
Characterization Measurements puts emphasis on sensor
materials, detector structures, front electronics technology and
their designs. It also reports new developments of silicon
photomultipliers used for reading the light from scintillators that
starting to make a big impact particularly in the design concepts
of novel medical instrumentation. With its combined coverage
of new materials and innovative new system approaches, as well
as a succinct overview of recent developments, this book is an
invaluable tool for any engineer, professional, or student working
in electronics or an associated field.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 343pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70715-6: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14763-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-80385-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367707156

Risk and Insurance in Construction
Nael G. Bunni, Nael Bunni & Associates, Ireland and Lydia
B. Bunni
rd

The new 3 edition of Nael Bunni’s Risk and Insurance in
Construction, now co-authored with Lydia Bunni, explains the
need for insurance in construction and engineering projects
and why it must be incorporated into the Conditions of Contract
for such projects. Engineers who are required to use one of the
Major Forms of the FIDIC Suite of Contracts, whether they are
designers or contractors, and those involved in the insurance
sector, whether brokers, claim consultants or insurance company
personnel, will find this book to be an indispensable reference.
Routledge
Market: Owners, Design Professionals, Contractors and others involved in the Construction Process
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 570pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11983-0: £160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22251-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-419-21380-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032119830
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Screw Theory in Robotics

Soft Ground Tunnel Design

An Illustrated and Practicable Introduction to Modern Mechanics

Benoit Jones, Inbye Engineering, UK

Jose M. Pardos-Gotor, ENDESA, Spain

This book is essentially a manual for the design of tunnels and
other underground spaces in soft ground – soil in contrast to
rock. It focuses on stability, prediction of ground movements,
and structural design of the lining. It shows that the choice of
excavation and support methods depends on ground stability,
limitation of damage to the existing built environment and
health, safety and environmental considerations.
It builds on the basic principles of soil-structure interaction, the
three-dimensional effects of construction sequence and the
effects of construction on other surface or subsurface structures
in steps of gradually increasing complexity.

Screw theory is an effective and efficient method used in robotics applications. This book
demonstrates how to implement screw theory, explaining the key fundamentals and
real-world applications using a practical and visual approach.
An essential tool for those involved in the development of robotics implementations, the
book uses case studies to analyse mechatronics. Screw theory offers a significant opportunity
to interpret mechanics at a high level, facilitating contemporary geometric techniques in
solving common robotics issues. Using these solutions results in an optimised performance
in comparison to algebraic and numerical options.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 310pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10736-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21685-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032107363

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Civil
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 582pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41959-2: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-482-25467-9: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-482-25468-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781482254679
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Silicon Photonics for High-Performance Computing
and Beyond

Spectrum Sensing for Cognitive Radio
Fundamentals and Applications
Kamal M. Captain, Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of
Technology (SVNIT) Surat, India and Manjunath V. Joshi,
DAIICT, India

Edited by Mahdi Nikdast, Colorado State University, USA.,
Sudeep Pasricha, Colorado State University, USA, Gabriela
Nicolescu, Polytechnique Montréal, Canada., Ashkan Seyedi,
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Di Liang, Hewlett Packard
Labs, USA.
This book presents a compilation of 19 outstanding contributions
from academic and industry pioneers in the field. The selected
contributions present insightful discussions and innovative
approaches to understand current and future bottlenecks in
high-performance computing systems and traditional computing
platforms, and the promise of silicon photonics to address those
challenges. The book is ideal for researchers and engineers
working in the photonics, electrical, and computer engineering industries as well as
academic researchers and graduate students in computer science and engineering,
electronic and electrical engineering, applied physics, photonics and optics areas.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
November 2021: 7 x 10: 408pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26214-3: £140.00
eBook: 978-0-429-29203-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367262143

Discussing fundamental concepts of cognitive radio and
spectrum sensing, this text will be useful as a reference text for
graduate students and academic researchers in the fields of
electrical engineering, electronics and communication
engineering and remote sensing. It discusses detection
algorithms including ranked square law combining (R-SLC) and
ranked square law selection (R-SLS) for wideband spectrum
sensing. The text further covers detection algorithm for
cooperative wideband spectrum sensing.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54293-1: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08855-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542931
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Social Value in Practice

The Economics of Property and Planning

Ani Raiden, Nottingham Business School, Notthingham
Trent University, UK and Andrew King, Soul Value
Consultancy
Series: Social Value in the Built Environment
Social Value in Practice offers the reader a simple, accessible guide
for considering, creating, and delivering social value in projects
and within their organisation. The book connects social value
to the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
presents an insight into the many and different practical ways
in which individuals and organisations can make a positive
impact towards resolving the ‘people, planet and prosperity’
agenda. This book is a must read for all those involved in
procuring, tendering, planning, designing, developing, funding, building, working in and
managing the built environment.
Routledge
Market: Built Environment
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45716-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45715-0: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02491-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457150
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Future Value
Graham Squires
This book introduces the interlocking disciplines of property and
planning to economic theory and practice. Unlike any other
available textbook, The Economics of Property and Planning
skilfully introduces the reader to the interplay between property
and planning using an economic lens. Targeted disciplines for
the book include Economics, Planning, Property, Construction,
Geography, Environmental Management, Sustainability, Housing,
Built Environment, Land Economy, Urban Studies, Regional
Studies, and Public Policy.

Routledge
Market: Economics, Built Environment
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62966-3: £135.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62967-0: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11163-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629670
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The Original Survey
Recognition and Significance
Donald A. Wilson
This book is intended for the practicing surveyor and will be useful to the legal profession,
historical researchers, Federal lands departments, and others interested in surveys.
CRC Press
Market: Surveying
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 542pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40547-2: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03255-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405472

Water Environment Modeling
Clark C.K. Liu, University of Hawaii, USA, Pengzhi Lin,
Sichuan University, China and Hong Xiao, State Key
Laboratory of Hydraulics, Sichuan University
Pollutant and waste loading of the water environment – rivers,
lakes, estuaries, aquifers, and coastal waters – need to be
modelled and simulated effectively for the selection and
application of efficient remedial measures. This textbook covers
the formulation and application of mathematical models of
water flow and mass transport, both simple analytical models
and comprehensive numerical models. It provides many
examples and exercises that are derived from actual case studies.
It suits advanced undergraduates and graduate students in civil
and environmental engineering and related academic fields,
and serves as a reference book for practicing engineers and scientists.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44244-6: £74.99
Pb: 978-0-367-44243-9: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00849-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442439
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User Interface Requirements for Medical Devices

Wiring Regulations Pocket Book

Driving Toward Safe, Effective, and Satisfying Products by Specification
Michael Wiklund, UL-Wiklund, Concord, Massachusetts,
USA, Erin Davis, UL-Wiklund, Concord, Massachusetts, USA
and Alexandria Trombley
This book is a practical guide for individuals responsible for
creating products that are safe, effective, usable, and satisfying
in the hands of the intended users. The contents are intended
to reduce the number of use errors involving medical devices
that have led to injuries and deaths. The book presents the
strong connection between user interface requirements and
safety in medical devices and instructs readers how to develop
specific requirements that are sufficiently comprehensive and
detailed to produce good results – a user-friendly product that
is likely to be used correctly.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45793-8: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45747-1: £59.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02971-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457471

Ray Tricker, Herne European Consultancy Ltd, UK
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
This new Routledge Pocket Book provides a user-friendly guide
to the latest amendments to the 18th Edition of IET Wiring
Regulations (BS 7671:2018). The requirements of the Regulations
are presented in an informal, easy-to-read style that strips away
confusion. This handy guide provides an on-the-job reference
source for Electricians, Designers, Service Engineers, Inspectors,
Builders, and Students.

Routledge
Market: Construction/Electrical Installation/Regulations
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 554pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76030-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76009-0: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16517-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760090
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Vibration Control Engineering
Passive and Feedback Systems
Ernesto Novillo, Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, Canada
Vibration problems in turbines, large fans, blowers, and other rotating machines are common
issues within turbomachinery. Applicable to industries such as oil and gas mining, cement,
pharmaceutical and naval engineering, the ability to predict vibration based on frequency
spectrum patterns is essential for many professional engineers. In this book, the theory
behind vibration is clearly detailed, providing an easy to follow methodology through
which to calculate vibration propagation.
CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
December 2021: 6 x 9: 380pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00699-4: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17523-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006994
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Atlas of Differential Diagnosis in Neoplastic
Hematopathology

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation and
Cellular Therapies for Autoimmune Diseases

Wojciech Gorczyca
This atlas presents not only the differential diagnosis but also
the detailed morphologic, immunophenotypic, and especially
genetic characteristics of the majority of hematolymphoid
malignancies. An expert hematopathologist here provides a
valuable resource to understand, use, or interpret one or more
of these diagnostic modalities with confidence. This new edition
has a compact format with up-to-date information - especially
on genetic aspects - and will be an indispensable reference for
all professionals in the specialty.
CRC Press
Market: Oncology
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 873pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63724-8: £210.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12044-5
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-21221-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637248

Edited by Richard K. Burt, Northwestern University, 446 East
Ontario, 10th floor, suite 1000, Chicago, Illinois, 60611, USA,
Dominique Farge, Univeristy of Paris, France, Milton A. Ruiz,
University of São Paulo, Brazil, Riccardo Saccardi, Careggi
University Hospital, Italy and John A. Snowden, Department
of Haematology, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, Glossop Road, Sheffield, South Yorkshire,
S10 2JF, UK
This book summarizes the progress made across the international
medical and scientific research communities towards the goal
of converting a chronic autoimmune disease into a drug-free
reversible illness using hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and other cellular
therapies to generate sustained immune tolerance. This title provides advice on best
practice and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of HSCT in the treatment of a
variety of autoimmune diseases versus current conventional treatments.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 686pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55855-7: £170.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15136-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138558557
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Basic Urological Sciences

World Compendium of Healthcare Facilities and
Nonprofit Organizations

Edited by Karl Pang, Specialist Registrar, Department of
Oncology and Metabolism and Academic Urology, University
of Sheffield, UK, Nadir Osman, Consultant Urological
Surgeon, Reconstructive Urology, Royal Hallamshire Hospital,
University of Sheffield, UK, James Catto, Professor of
Urological Surgery, Consultant Urological Surgeon, University
of Sheffield and Royal Hallamshire Hospital, UK and
Christopher Chapple, University of Sheffield, Royal
Hallamshire Hospital
A working knowledge of the basic sciences that underpin
mechanisms of disease and the body’s response is widely
recognised to be a critical part of urological training. Chapters cover anatomy and
physiology, the basic principles of immunology,oncology and particular diseases. The
succinct summaries are ideal for revising the basic sciences component of examinations
including the FRCS(Urol) Part 1.

61

Edited by Ebby Elahi
World Compendium of Healthcare Facilities and Nonprofit Organizations is the most
comprehensive index of critical information on healthcare facilities and nonprofits in 72
low and lower-middle-income countries as classified by the World Bank. Presented in an
easily accessible format and organized in 72 country chapters, the compendium allows
stakeholders to better identify where healthcare services are available and where additional
resources are needed.
CRC Press
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 1012pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22952-2: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-032-22946-1: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27487-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032229461

CRC Press
Market: Medicnie
December 2021: 7 x 10: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25066-9: £124.95
Pb: 978-0-367-20218-7: £49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28581-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202187
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Clinical Allergy and Asthma Management in
Adolescents and Young Adults
Edited by Ravindran Chetambath, DM Wayanad Institute
of Medical Sciences, India and Venugopal Panicker, Govt.
TD Medical College, India
This text addresses the need for a practical handbook on asthma
and allergy in adolescents and young adults. This is an interesting
group as asthma may diminish in intensity with age but is still
of concern; compliance with management is not generally
successful, and if not adequately treated, it might lead to long
term sequelae (viz. COPD).

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
November 2021: 7 x 10: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64677-6: £190.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64678-3: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12578-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646783
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Narrative Medicine in Veterinary Practice
Improving Client Communication, Patient Care, and Veterinary
Well-being
Karen R. Fine
This is the first guide to Veterinary Narrative Medicine, a
cutting-edge approach with multiple applications,
including improved client communication, medical outcomes,
and veterinary wellbeing. It explores techniques and theories
from human Narrative Medicine while addressing topics unique
to veterinary medicine. Communication with caretakers is vital
for veterinarians as the patient cannot speak; veterinary
practitioners must consider the stories of human clients as well
as animal patients. Awareness of these narratives can also help
practitioners set and maintain emotional and work-place
boundaries, and decrease burnout and compassion fatigue.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
October 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64763-6: £64.99
Pb: 978-0-367-64761-2: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12613-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647612
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One Welfare in Practice
The Role of the Veterinarian
Edited by Tanya Stephens
Series: CRC One Health One Welfare
The book demonstrates, through a wide range of international
case studies, why professional ethics and the use of good
evidence is integral to this role. One Welfare in Practice: The Role
of the Veterinarian emphasises the importance of interdisciplinary
collaboration and solutions. It is essential that veterinary
practitioners recognise when other professionals need to be
consulted to benefit both animals and humans. With its multiple,
fascinating approaches to One Welfare, this book will inform
and inspire the veterinarian to find areas where collaborative
action reaps the greatest rewards. This unique book shows how
veterinarians can improve animal and human welfare.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
October 2021: 6 x 9: 414pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11078-3: £99.99
Pb: 978-0-367-90406-7: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21833-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367904067
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